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Abstract

Guidelines and Considerations for Biophilic Interior Design in
Healthcare Environments
Kendra Michele Locklear, MID
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Carl Matthews
At the heart of this thesis research lies the theory of biophilia which describes the
innate affinity that humans have for nature and suggests a scientific hypothesis for
environmental behavioral responses within the creative fields of architecture and design.
Natural environments afford healing and restorative benefits in the form of positive shifts
in cognitive, physical, and social functioning.

Stress relieving benefits of natural

environments are also widely recognized for their ability to provide a sense of control or
privacy, a means for social support and interaction, opportunities for physical exercise
and movement, and positive distractions through connection to nature. By creating
verdant environments that are sensory-rich and accommodate physical experiences with
nature beyond the passive experience of simply viewing it from the interior, a garden can
provide healing benefits that extend past the architectural walls of the healthcare
building. Through the introduction of guidelines and considerations, the field of healing
landscape architecture has been able to design for positive environmental responses to
create successful exterior healing environments. However, the same supportive
characteristics, preferences, and stress relieving benefits of a natural healing environment
need to be considered for the interior healthcare environment.
vii

To further facilitate well-being, the built spaces need to be environments that
reconnect the body and mind and foster a sense of place. These healing effects can be
achieved through biophilic and sensory encounters within the facility. By focusing more
on the human-environmental response research from environmental psychology, the
methods for healing landscape architecture, and expanding on the principle of connection
to nature in evidence-based healthcare design, healing interior environments can begin to
be redefined.

Using concepts of biophilic design to guide decisions for the built

environment, spaces are designed to support healing through biophilic responses and
connection to natural elements and systems. This thesis is meant to be viewed as a
contribution towards developing evidence-based biophilic interior design solutions for
healthcare environments. The interdisciplinary research and proposed guidelines are
hypotheses for how to further design with nature for human well-being. They offer
support and design considerations for psychological responses to nature within the
interior healthcare environment.
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Glossary

Biophilia – The innate human predisposition to affiliate with natural systems and
processes, especially life and life-like features of the nonhuman or natural environment
(Wilson, 1984, 1; Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador, 2008, 3).
Biophilic Design – The effort to translate an understanding of the innate human
predisposition to affiliate with natural systems and processes – known as Biophilia – into
the design of the built environment (Kellert, et. al., 2008, 3).
Body of Knowledge (BOK) - “…is a term used to represent the complete set of concepts,
terms and activities that make up a professional domain, as defined by the relevant
professional association. While the term body of knowledge is also used to describe the
document that defines that knowledge—the body of knowledge itself is more than simply
a collection of terms; a professional reading list; a library; a website or a collection of
websites; a description of professional functions; or even a collection of information. It is
the accepted ontology for a specific domain.” (Wikipedia, 2012).
Consilience – "Literally a 'jumping together' of knowledge by the linking of facts and
fact-based

theory

across

disciplines

to

create

a

common

groundwork

of

explanation"(Wilson, 1999, 7). For the purpose of this study, we will use E.O. Wilson’s
broader description of the theory that extends to the link between the sciences,
humanities, and arts.
Evidence-based design (EBD) –The Center for Health Design defines EBD as “the
deliberate attempt to base building decisions on the best available research evidence with
the goal of improving outcomes and of continuing to monitor the success or failure for
subsequent decision-making” (Malkin, 2008, 2).
xii

Healing - The process that promotes overall well-being by providing relief of physical
symptoms, facilitating stress reduction, increasing comfort, and supporting improvement
in the overall sense of well-being (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 3).
Restoration – A positive shift of cognitive, physical, and social functioning which is
influenced by the affordance of the setting (Said and Baker, 2007-2008, 19).
Stress – A psychological or physiological response to a stimulus that offers exposure on a
frequent basis to physical, social, or biological situations which influence or inform
negative reactions that can accumulate causing physical ailment (Kopac, 2006, 101-102).
Therapeutic – Healing processes related to a specific aspect of a disease or needs of a
given group of people producing measurable health outcomes (Larson, 2004, 3).
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Chapter 1: Introduction
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this study is to synthesize the established research concerning humannature relationships from the fields of Evidence-based Healthcare Design, Healing garden
design (including therapeutic horticulture), and Environmental Psychology to generate
systematic and replicable biophilic interior design guidelines and considerations that
could positively influence the human condition, increase one’s connection to nature, and
enhance places of wellbeing within healthcare environments.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
I have long had an interest in the connection of the interior and the exterior, and
of people and plants. Having been raised by a father who is a botanist and a mother who
shares his love for the natural, the horticulture knowledge I possessed and the amount of
time I spent outdoors exploring nature as a child was far greater than that of my peers. It
first appeared to me that this desire to be connected to nature and my love for all things
green were primarily a result of my up-bringing and cultivated interests. However, as I
entered college and chose to pursue another love of mine, the built environment, the
study of Interior Design served as the framework which led to a career that has focused
on large-scale healthcare design.

During these past five years, the prevalence of

Evidence Based Healthcare Design was becoming more main-stream. This approach
attempts to base design decisions on the best available research with the objectives of
improving outcomes and of continuing to monitor the success or failure for successive
decision-making (Malkin, 2008, 2).

However, the time necessary to explore the

contributing components in detail was always lacking in the quick-paced world of
commercial design in which I was involved. Nonetheless, one of the principles that
instantly appealed to me and always seemed to be a reference point was “connection to
nature.” Typically revealed in the form of a landscape painting or photography, or views
1

onto courtyards, plazas, and rooftop gardens, this principle begs for more innovative
applications and investigations that effectively and cohesively merge landscape and
interior. The exploration for a more cohesive connection reveals that there is a deeper
and broader psychological connection between humans and the natural than what I had
previously viewed as a little girl’s nostalgic association.
INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH TOPIC
The recent and current building boom in the healthcare industry will shape such
facilities for generations to come (Ulrich and Zimring 2004, Zimring and Bosch 2008).
While government and industry best-practice initiatives are requiring these environments
to follow the most current and innovative sustainable practices, many owners,
administrators, and clinicians are taking a cue from Evidence-based Medicine and
requiring qualified, valid, and credible research-supported design solutions as identified
in Evidence-based Healthcare Design (Hamilton 2003). This methodology shifts design
outcomes from being mostly subjective to a process incorporating objective, measurable
outcomes; the field is altered from that of an art to that of a science by incorporating the
relationship of architectural and behavioral outcomes within the context of healthcare
facilities.

Research has been conducted, and design professionals are increasingly

becoming exposed to and accepting of the various attributing ideologies presented within
this process. The process is viewed not as a dismissal of creativity, but as a catalyst to
enrich and improve design solutions (Martin 2009). While Evidence-based Design does
not offer a prescriptive solution, it does provide a springboard for innovative solutions
that are driven by patient satisfaction, technological advancements, and the need to
replace aging facilities (Cama 2009, Lavin 2011). Additionally, information regarding the
concept of patient or family-centered care, evaluating staff workflow, determining how
medical information is processed, and sustainability issues all help strengthen the
principles of Evidence-based Healthcare Design (McCullough 2010). At the core of the
Evidence-based Design process, is the principle of “connection to nature” which explores
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how the built environment and the patient’s orientation within the space can reduce
stress, mitigate pain, and restore wellbeing (Smith 2007, Ulrich 1984).
Similarly, the fields of Landscape Architecture and Horticulture have compiled an
historically-rich and extensive amount of research on the benefits of healing gardens and
therapeutic horticulture, both of which are increasingly being incorporated into site plans
at out-patient or extended care facilities (Marcus 1995, 1999).

The American

Horticulture Therapy Association (AHTA) maintains regional chapters that strive to
disseminate information to the profession and healthcare providers in the form of
publications and conferences and through the creation and management of a credentialing
system (Relf 1992). Institutions such as the world-renowned Chicago Botanic Garden
now offer a certificate program in Healthcare Garden Design, and professionals are
continuing to emerge with specializations in this arena and are working with
interdisciplinary teams to create garden environments of care in larger scale healthcare
settings (Burnett 2003, Shoemaker and Diehl 2002, Simson 1998). Typically, horticulture
therapy is offered as a supplemental treatment that utilizes passive or active exposure to
nature and plant material to meet rehabilitation or therapeutic goals for participants with
the ultimate goal of more holistically enhancing health and wellbeing (Haller and Kramer
2006, Ulrich 2002). The trend towards hospital environments that incorporate elements
of nature or outdoor spaces is seen in the regional response to landscapes that are
ecologically based allowing for cognitive, physical, and social connections for patients,
staff, and family (Larson 2004, Marcus 2007, Naderi 2008, Said and Bakar 2007-2008,
Tyson 1998).
Lastly, when looking at any body of research that deals with human reactions to
space and the built environment, it is important to look at components of environmental
psychology which are interwoven into the research contributing to Evidence-Based
Design and Horticulture Therapy.

Foundational theories of Human-Environment

Relationships (i.e., Social Learning Theories, Integration Theories, Control Theories,
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Behavior-Setting Theories, and Stimulation Theories) and especially those of
Environmental Perception (i.e., Brunswick’s Probabilistic Lens Model, Gibson’s
Affordances, Berlyne’s Collective Properties, Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance Hypothesis,
Kaplan and Kaplan’s Framework, and Lynch’s Elements of Legibility) all provide useful
framework for evaluating a person’s relationship to their environment and their reactions
to nature or natural settings (Kopec 2006, Ulrich 1992). Recognizing the fact that a
direct relationship between indoor environment and stress may be difficult to identify, the
growing body of literature addressing the topic strives to focus more on the evidence that
connects the two and looks specifically at environmental qualities and comfort. Research
also describes how natural and architectural places can alter (positively or negatively) our
perception of the environment and directly influence our ability to heal (Kline 2009,
Mayer et al. 2009, Park 2006, Smith 2007). Finally, the theory of Biophilia, which is
simply defined as people’s innate affinity and desire for nature and natural systems, needs
to be explored more in the context of interior design and how it incorporates
environmental psychology and people-plant relations (Lewis 1996, Nisbet et. al. 2009,
Sternberg 2009, Verges and Duffy 2009).
RESEARCH METHODS
This study will rely heavily on a review of previous literature from the fields
identified above. Within this literature review, attention will be given to quantitative and
qualitative evidence that supports tested hypotheses related to connection to nature and
the subject’s well-being. Examples of successful projects implementing Evidence-based
healthcare design approaches will also be utilized to understand previous and current
design solutions that increase connection to nature with preferential consideration given
to projects that incorporate landscape concepts in the interior environment. These bodies
of knowledge will then be analyzed for parallels and synergies that can inform new
guidelines and considerations for Biophilic interior design of healthcare environments.

4

LIMITATIONS
The limitations for the study are primarily the result of the difficulty in
conducting interdisciplinary research across a topic that has differing interpretations and
degrees of relevance in the various fields of study. Until more recently, medicine has not
been dedicated to studying the physical environment’s effect on patient’s well-being
(Vincent, 2009, 61). Ethical and privacy measures make research of patient populations
challenging considering that they are suffering physically or psychologically.
Additionally, by tradition architecture is not a researched based field and most project
timelines do not budget time or finances for empirical research, and the few that do often
struggle with how that research should inform the design.

5

Chapter 2: Theory of Biophilia
SUMMARY
Biologist and Pulitzer Prize winner Edward O. Wilson is credited with the
introduction of the term biophilia which he defined as the “innate tendency to focus on
life and lifelike processes” (Wilson, 1984, 1). The hypothesis is further detailed in his
personal memoir under the same title. E.O. Wilson described the inherent connection
that humans have to nature as one interwoven into our genetic makeup and even more
poetically as an emotional longing for the natural setting that is “the refuge of the spirit,
remote, static, richer even than human imagination” (Wilson, 1984, 11).

This

dependence and desire for nature has deep-rooted history in the origins and survival of
mankind and our learned associations, preferences, and emotions are related to these
natural systems. We continue to learn about this connection as our society changes and
our urban constructed world affects the environment, and, in turn, human health,
productivity, and well-being (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador, 2008).
WHY IT IS IMPORTANT AS A FRAMEWORK FOR THIS STUDY
As a biological theory, biophilia offers an evidence-based methodology for design
– in other words, it suggests a scientific hypothesis for behaviors within an artistic field.
Wilson claims that both art and science are “enterprises of discovery” that depend on
variations of analogy and metaphor (Wilson, 1984, 63-64). Both are explorations of the
mind – a mind that is bound by our biology and our bond to nature – and one that
explores new ideas by “argument, example, and experiment. Important science is not just
any similarity glimpsed for the first time. It offers analogies that map the gateways to
unexplored terrain…one commanding image synthesized from several units, such that a
single complex idea is attained not by analysis but by the sudden perception of an
objective relation” (Wilson, 1984, 67). The exploration of these complex relationships is
becoming more evident in the growing body of knowledge in a number of diverse fields
that support the hypothesis of connection to nature in direct relation to human health,
6

well-being, and productivity (Kellert, et. al., 2008). Much of the research looked at for
this study provides empirical support for Wilson’s theory of biophilia while many others
explain psychological and healing effects of exposure and sensory involvement in the
processes of the natural and built environment.
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Chapter 3: Review of Existing Literature as Related to Biophilia and
the Built Environment
CONSILIENCE
E. O. Wilson expanded on the association between the exploration of the mind in
the fields of science and art in his more recent theory of consilience, which was
popularized in another book he authored in 1999. Taking a concept that historically had
been based in the natural sciences, he suggested a broader description that linked
knowledge of cause-and-effect fact and theory across disciplines and boundaries of the
sciences, humanities, and the arts. Each field and respective body of knowledge has its
own experts, standards, language, and evidence, but when we concentrate on a particular
topic within each of these bodies of knowledge, we can begin to understand how
common theories can translate and inform a more detailed consideration of the issue at
hand. The intention of the following review of existing literature as it relates to biophilia
within the context of each field is meant to begin to create this link for further analysis.
ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Background
The field of science is based on the principles of discovery, investigation, and
exploration in support of theories that evaluate and seek to prove a response to a specific
stimulus. When considering behavioral responses, most social science fields, including
various disciplines of psychology, seem to disregard or discount the level of influence the
environment may have on forming our reactions. However, more recent studies have
proposed theories explaining the drastic influence the environment does indeed have on
human behavior impacting how we identify with the world around us, how we perceive
ourselves within society, and how it affects our social behaviors (Kopec, 2006, 7). The
human-environment relationship tends to be spoken of conceptually, and since the
relationship cannot be considered in absolute terms, environmental psychologists tend to
8

offer theories to describe the probability of a specific behavioral reaction to an
environment recognizing that it may not occur with all people and at all times (Kopec,
2006, 19). In the science of environmental psychology, the goal of these theories is not
to provide answers but to guide research. This research contributes to the field’s body of
knowledge and eventually informs practice, or for the purposes of this study, design
guidelines.
Environmental Psychology Theories
Our surroundings consist of stimuli such as noise, light, and temperature, the built
environment made up of dimensions, furniture, and spaces, and representational objects
that express meaning or ideas of a location all of which influence our reaction and
interaction with an environment.

These human-environment interactions can be

characterized by the core psychological processes of arousal, overload, affect, adaptation,
and personal control which all contribute to outcomes that can be classified as
performance, health or stress, satisfaction, and interpersonal relationships (Kopec, 2006,
13).
Theories of Human-Environment Relationships
Social Learning Theories: Social and observational learning theories state that our
method of learning is based on observation of others and then replicating the actions or
behaviors that were first observed. Because of the order of sequence, these theories tend
to differ from human-environment theories. There are three principles emphasized in
social learning theories:
1. People are naturally inclined to see rewards and tend to avoid negative
reinforcement.
2. Personality influences an individual’s interaction with the environment and can
become a framework for understanding specific responses.
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3. Behavior is a key factor in interpreting observations and modeling actions.
Cultural influences and the individual’s experiences contribute to our subjective
analysis and the resulting behavior (Rotter, Chance, and Phares, 1972; Rotter,
1982).
Integration (Integral) Theories: Integral theories consist of a broader category of
concepts that describe the intricacy of the human-environment relationship. Isidor Chein
proposes five major integral elements that work together to enable a certain behavior
within a given environment:
1. Global environment (basic or general features of an environment)
2. Instigators (stimuli that prompt specific actions)
3. Goal objects and noxients (conditions or situations that are fulfilling or
undesirable)
4. Supports and constraints (environmental aspects that encourage or discourage
action)
5. Directors (features that instruct and move us towards a behavior) (Chein, 1954;
Kopec, 2006, 20).
In addition to Chein’s theory, there are three other elements that are regarded as
part of the integral theory group: interactional, transactional, and organismic theories.
The interactional theory discusses just that – the interaction of the human and the
environment. Although separate, these two entities constantly interface with each other
and determine or cause a reaction. The transactional theory relies on the concept of a
mutually supportive relationship between the human and environment, citing nature as a
simple example, based on the patterns of the interaction. Lastly, the organismic theory
discusses how the complex relationship of culture, social learning, and personality can
influence the way we react to an environment and may illicit a particular action or
10

behavior that may vary depending on the stimuli affecting the individual at that time
(Gilford, 2002; Wapner, 1981).
Control Theories: A sense of control in an environment is a vital component of
our well-being and can directly influence how we react to a use a space. There are three
types of control that are discussed by James Averill related to human-environment:
1. Behavioral control: the capability to alter the environmental occurrence
2. Cognitive control: the capability to adjust our conception of the environment
3. Decisional control: the capability to select a reaction or response (Kopec, 2006;
Weisz, Rothbaum, and Blackburn, 1984).
Variations of control exist in the form of primary control relating to more obvious
levels of control of the environment, and secondary control being more accepting of the
reality of an environment or occurrence. Personal control is also significant in humanenvironmental relationships and relates to the level of stimuli and our perceived or actual
level of influence, freedom, and control in the setting. All of these factors then impact
our feelings about the environment. By nature, most people are able to adapt to differing
levels of environmental stimulation regardless of their actual level of control in the
situation (e.g., at work versus at home). This adaptation or level of comfort may be most
apparent in the level of territoriality or personal space claimed.

As most peoples’

adaptation level varies, so does their threshold for environmental stimuli and when that
threshold has been reached or there is a perceived or real lack of control we typically try
to alter or reassert control over the environment or situation. If repeated attempts fail to
regain control, a person may suffer physical or psychological withdrawal and give in to
learned helplessness deciding the situation beyond their influence or control (Altman,
1976; Brehm, 1966; Seligman, 1992).
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Behavioral-Setting Theories: The behavior-setting theory is a concept that
proposes that desired behaviors are encouraged by the setting or occasion in which they
occur. Roger Barker, who conceived the model, recognized that by reinforcing desired
behavior patterns early in life we can be taught to behave in a certain manner that is
appropriate for the setting – known as operant conditioning.

An essential principle

within this theory is that of synomorphy stating that social and physical components of
the environment should support each other.

Differences will certainly arise as the

interaction between the social and physical evolves and behaviors may also change due to
motivation, culture, and time.
Since behavior settings deal with a desired behavior, it seems logical that they
primarily relate to the public environment made up of three components:
1. Physical properties
2. Social influences
3. The environmental setting (Barker, 1968; Kopec, 2006, 22-23).
Stimulation Theories: The senses – sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell – all
provide information about sources of stimulation within the environment, and stimulation
theories seek to conceptualize and explain these relationships. Each element contributes
to different sensory levels of stimulation. Several related theories such as the arousal
perspective, environmental load or overstimulation, and adaptation, further explain
stimulation and the human-environment behavioral responses. The effect of stimulation
in the environment in the arousal perspective can be physically detected by an automatic
physiological response such as increased blood pressure, heart rate, respiration, and
adrenaline secretion (Berlyne, 1960; Wohlwill, 1966).

Environmental load or

overstimulation can occur when a person has reached the limit in their ability to process
incoming information or stimuli leading to overload. In evaluating overload or arousal, it
is important to find an acceptable and appropriate balance for the environment knowing
12

that the level of arousal may be vary among occupants and differing levels of adaptation
will occur after repeated exposure to the stimuli in the environment.
Rachel and Stephen Kaplan, important contributors to human-environment
relationships, also developed the attention restoration theory which fits in the larger
context of stimulation theories. The concept behind their theory is that situations engage
our attention, whether voluntary or involuntary at different levels and for different
durations. Once overloaded, our attention begins to decline and lead to an inability to
concentrate. In an effort to promote recovery and combat attentional fatigue, we need to
experience effortless attention, such as a walk on the beach or in the woods that moves
our attention function into an involuntary mode allowing the environment to restore our
attention capacity (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1982; Kline, 2009, 161).
Theories of Environmental Perception
Brunswick’s Probabilistic Lens Model: Egon Brunswick’s theory maintains that
the environment exhibits many cues which must be perceived by the inhabitant if they are
to fully understand the beauty or purpose of the environment.

He speaks of the

framework of his model like a lens that helps the viewer analyze an individual
interpretation of environmental stimuli, but continues to state that there is a certain
probability that these stimuli will be useful in interpreting the human-environment
relation. To further support his theory, he uses a group of preset independent cues that
influence arrival at actual beauty and a group of personal judgments or impressions that
indicate perceived beauty – both of which can result in an acute perception of the
relationship between the environment and cues known as ecological validity. Finally,
because of the personal aspect of this theory, complications may arise when we encounter
cues or stimuli that are unfamiliar to us causing us to inaccurately analyze or misinterpret
the environment (Brunswik, 1942; Brunswik, 1956; Kopec, 2006, 27-28).
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Gibson’s Affordance: James Gibson conceived the affordance theory as an
ecological attitude towards environmental perception suggesting that instead of observing
individual elements, the arrangement of substances, textures, and surfaces can provide
cues for environmental features or function. Under this perception theory, he also stated
that humans perceive and encounter their environments understanding the functional
properties of such in different ways, which Gibson terms as affordances. In contrast to
Brunswick’s theory, the affordance theory maintains that it is the ecological organization
of the environment that is more useful to our perception and relationship than individual
cues or stimuli (Gibson, 1976; Gibson, 1979).
Berlyne’s Collective Properties: One of the first models of aesthetics was created
by psychologist Berlyne who developed his collective properties theory to explain our
reaction to collective stimuli to form an aesthetic evaluation. It is the comparison of
properties such as novelty, incongruity, complexity, and surprise that either conflict with
or support our previous environmental experiences or perceptions that then help form our
aesthetic evaluation of the current environment. Berlyne further defines the key concepts
of his collective properties theory:
1.

Novelty: an idea or object that is new, innovative, or used in a unique way
(perceived positively)

2. Incongruity: a design element that is non-contextual (perceived negatively)
3. Complexity: an assortment of items in an environment
4. Surprise: exposes the unexpected (Berlyne, 1971; Berlyne, 1974)
In addition to the properties of the theory and independent of the perceiver’s
attitude, there are also two psychological dimensions that the viewer uses to form their
aesthetic judgment:
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1.

Hedonic Tone: design features that do not possess a useful function other than
providing pleasure or beauty.

2. Uncertainty-arousal: the feeling of uncertainty experienced by environments that
are both complex and simple sparking feelings of concurrent excitement and
discomfort (Berlyne, 1971; Berlyne, 1974)
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance Hypothesis: Our response to the environment can
be summed up in three ways according to Albert Mehrabian and James A. Russell. These
emotional responses fall into the category of pleasure, arousal, and dominance which are
based on the view that emotion is a mediator between our former stimuli, behavior, and
the environment. Russel later proposed a revised model that eliminated dominance as an
environmental response proposing a circumplex that shows pleasure and arousal at polar
ends of axis offset by the negative version of each emotion. The notion of dominance as
an emotional response is still wholly valid as the concept of control relates to
environmental perception and resulting behavior. Elements that can affect pleasure,
arousal, and dominance in an environment are typically the environmental stimuli such as
light, temperature, etc. which can influence each person’s perception of the space
differently leading to a variety of emotional responses that can affect behavior or
performance and relationships (Kopec, 2006, 30; Mehrabian and Russell, 1974; Russell,
Ward, and Pratt, 1981).
Kaplan and Kaplan Preference Framework: Stephen and Rachel Kaplan
proposed their preference framework as an explanation for the theory that people prefer
environments that are “engaging and involved rather than simple or boring”(Kaplan and
Kaplan, 1982; Kopec, 2006, 31).

These environmental preferences are organized

according to four elements:
1. Coherence: the convergence of cues in an environment that create a
comprehensible setting.
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2. Legibility: the level that an individual is able to comprehend or classify the setting
and the cues within it.
3. Complexity: the amount or variety of elements within a setting (highly variable
depending on the individual)
4. Mystery: the amount of hidden information or the need for exploration within a
setting (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1982)
Lynch’s Elements of Legibility: Kevin Lynch’s concept of legibility was
developed in the late 1950s when he was working as a city planner in Boston and can be
applied to the built environment at any scale. He defined five elements that help increase
understanding and classification of a space:
1. Paths
2. Edges
3. Districts
4. Nodes
5. Landmarks (Lynch, 1960)
Stress and Behavior
The previous section discussed theories and models for human perceptions and
consequential behaviors as a result of environmental cues and stimuli.

From these

perspectives, it is obvious that the human-environmental relationship is tied closely to
psychological functions. The term Psychoneuroimmunology was developed in the late
1980s as the science behind the interactions of psychological processes, the
neuroendocrine system (nervous and hormonal systems), and the immune system
(Vincent, 2009, 40). The immune system, disease, and stress are considered to be
interrelated, and evidence suggests that stress is connected to decrease effectiveness of
the immune system. When considering stressors in environments, we tend to think of the
physical risks that can cause injury or lead to health problems, but we also must consider
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the environmental factors that can negatively affect our psychological health primarily in
the form of environmental stress resulting in depression, learned helplessness, abusive
behaviors, etc. The World Health Organization defines health as a state of optimal
physical, mental, and social well-being and not simply the lack of disease and infirmity.
The human-environment relationship often is a casual factor in human health introducing
biological and environmental sources of injury and physical or psychological reactions to
stress which further accentuates the interrelationship between human health and design.
Stress is a response – either psychological or physiological – to a stimulus that
offers exposure on a frequent basis to physical, social, or biological situations which
influence or inform negative reactions that can accumulate causing physical ailment
(Ulrich and Parsons, 1992, 98). The stressors may be external or internal. External
stressors (also considered ambient stressors) include environmental stimuli such as noise,
odor, temperature, crowding, or other extremes in stimuli while internal stressors
encompass things such as conflict, disorganization, or violence. Consequently, they can
be considered acute or chronic, with chronic stressors providing the more adverse health
effects (Kopec, 2006, 101-102; Ulrich, 1992, 98). The stress itself is not the cause of
injury or illness, rather the response to it reduces the efficiency of the immune system and
causes negative health issues such as increase blood pressure, ulcer, heart attack, and
migraine headaches. Aside from physical responses to stress, there are also behavioral
responses such as withdrawal, aggression, irritability, and in certain cases violence and
delusions. The physical and psychological effects of stressors almost always continue
beyond the exposure to the stressor causing damage to our well-being and making it a
critical issue when considering human-environment behavior.
One of the most commonly recognized stressful environments producing a wide
variety of emotions, fears, and anxiety is that of a hospital or other healthcare settings.
Patients’ loss of independence and loss of psychological control in decision making and
privacy can directly affect their involvement in the healing process and often creates
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increased levels of stress that negatively affect their healing time. In addition to these
stressors, fear of unknown outcomes and separation from family, especially for children,
can also increase the stress of hospitalization. Concentration and pain management also
decrease as stress from lack of control increases. Consequently, control is integral to the
psychological health and stress management of all patient populations (Delvin and
Arneill, 2003, 672; Kopec, 2006, 214). Stress does not just influence patients, but also
greatly affects the healthcare staff, mainly nurses. Due to staff reductions, increasing job
demands, lack of control, stress related to shift changes, and events such as patient death
can all lead to burnout and fatigue. The push for patient-centered care in many facilities
has led to compromised or elimination of staff spaces needed for restoration,
socialization, and support. The contribution of stress from these factors can directly
influence the level of care the nurse is able to administer and can result in increases in
medical error and decreases in patient health (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 32-33).
Research of stress in healthcare settings for patients and staff has opened the doors for
reform and continues to identify psychological responses to stress as having an effect on
medical outcomes and recovery time. Psychological interventions have become one of
the primary means to reduce stress within the healthcare environment, and the use of
nature has received the most notice for having psychological benefits for managing stress
(Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 32; Vincent, 2009, 41).
Psychological Benefits of Nearby Nature
The natural environment exhibits a unique set of psychological benefits and
becomes an important factor in human-environmental relationships, well-being, and
stress reduction. The famous American landscape architect F.L. Olmsted is notorious for
his belief in the restorative psychosocial value of nearby nature:
Nature employs the mind without fatigue and yet exercises it; tranquilizes it and
yet enlivens it; and thus, through the influence of the mind over the body, gives
the effect of refreshing rest and reinvigoration to the whole system (Olmsted,
1865; Park, 2006, 12).
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Many of the environmental psychology theories discussed previously support and
further explain Olmsted’s statement. For example, he speaks of the restorative properties
of the natural environment which can be viewed in the framework of the affordance
theory reinforcing the connectedness concept of nature (Kaplan, S, 1992, 138).
Restoration is defined as a positive shift of cognitive, physical, and social functioning
which is influenced by the affordance of the setting (Said and Baker, 2007-2008, 19).
Next, the learning theory explains our response to nature and plants as one that is learned
through our positive experiences we have with natural environments during vacations,
recreational and leisure activities, as well as culture and social significance given to
natural environments or objects found within them (e.g., grass lawns).

One of the

interesting issues when considering the broad category of nature and this theory is the
fact that people from different geographical regions and cultural experiences have similar
preferences for natural settings and the density or type of plants within them as well as
the belief in the restorative value of nature (Kaplan, R., 1992, 125; Park, 2006, 7; Ulrich
and Parsons, 1992, 95).
Categorized as a stimulation theory, attention restoration theory gives emphasis to
accessible nature and plants as a means of maintaining or restoring attention. One of the
key concepts of the theory is that of involuntary attention in restoring the psyche. Kaplan
emphasized that nature is one of the most captivating objects capable of holding
attention, providing a break from directed attention, and treating mental fatigue (Park,
2006, 11-12; Ulrich and Parson, 95;

Vincent, 2009, 47).

He also outlines four

components that contribute to a restorative environment:
1.

Being Away: a preferred natural setting for getting away from the source of
fatigue and for being able to rest one’s directed attention.

2. Extent: the physical or conceptual feeling of being in a “whole different world”
brought about by connectedness, scope, or miniaturization of the larger landscape.
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3. Fascination: objects that request effortless or involuntary attention, but are still
perceived as fascinating (e.g., clouds, sunset, leaves moving in a breeze)
4. Compatibility: the agreement between human inclinations and the natural setting
to create an environment that requires less effort or directed attention (Kaplan, S.,
1992, 138-139; Vincent, 2009, 50-51).
The Kaplans’ research regarding human-environment relationships in nature
extends beyond their theories of preferences and restoration to the psychological benefits
of nearby nature and the level of connectedness to it. Rachel Kaplan describes nearby
nature as proximal vegetation from a single street tree, or a potted herb on a sill, to
arboretums and fields and woods. She goes on to state that nearby nature can be interior
or exterior, and even when it is exterior, it can be viewed from the interior (1992, 126).
A broader definition encompassing concepts from the professions of landscape
architecture, horticulture, and botany is proposed to evaluate how people experience the
natural environment and their resultant behaviors and benefits derived from this
exposure. Perception plays a critical role in how people see the natural environment.
Professionals will see a plant or nature in a manner that is characteristic of their learned
vocabulary and expertise causing them to recognize and categorize the subject easily
assuming that their perception is similar to others. However, their perception prior to
their training would be obviously different and based on their knowledge and situation at
that given time. Routine exposure also plays a role in how we categorize and recognize
natural stimuli and how readily we assume our perception is shared.

All of these

concepts are explored further using Kaplans’ preference framework, by analyzing the
pattern of these categorizations, revealing the natural settings that people favor, and how
they are experienced (Kaplan, R., 1992, 126; Vincent, 2009, 47-48).
The resulting research reveals that specific plants are not of major significance to
people as they are not the major focus of their human-environment experience; however,
the presence of vegetation and the contact with it is important to the perception of the
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natural setting and the amount and arrangement of these elements are integral to people’s
understanding of how the natural environment is categorized (Kaplan, R., 1992, 128;
Ulrich and Parson, 1992, 97). The human experience in nature is broad, but these kinds
of experiences and the subsequent benefits tend to share strong similarities making it
beneficial to understand the role of nature in the human experience.
Much research on connection to nature discusses its benefit on human well-being
(Kaplan, R., 1992; Kaplan, S.; 1992, Park, 2006; Simson, 1998, 26; Ulrich, 1984; Ulrich
and Parsons, 1992; Vincent, 2009; Verges and Duffy, 2009, 626). In many cases, this
benefit can be achieved from passive involvement and may not be fully utilized, but
simply by knowing that the opportunity to connect with nature is available makes for
increased satisfaction and well-being within an environment. A significant amount of
evidence from psychological, emotional, and physiological changes shows the restorative
benefits of nature scenes are displayed within three to five minutes of exposure (Ulrich
and Parson, 1992, 100; Ulrich, 2002, 4). An excellent example of this concept comes
from the level of satisfaction achieved from having a view of nature and much of the
supporting research references examples of windowless spaces in hospitals, schools, or
work environments as not being preferred. Several studies completed in healthcare
settings show patient recovery time was drastically reduced for those that had windows in
their rooms and were able to simply observe nature (as opposed to performing activities
in nature). The opportunity to view nature is not only important for well-being or
satisfaction in healthcare, but also plays an important role in work environments. In a
1988 study by the Kaplans, they found that a view of nature resulted in less job pressure,
higher satisfaction rates, and lower reported headaches or illness compared to those
employees who did not have a view to the outside or were able to only view built objects
from their window (Kaplan, R., 1992, 129).
Although the concept of nearby nature has a fairly consistent psychological
response, it is important to note that this is not an absolute, universal pattern. Perception
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swayed by culture, society, experience, and life-cycle affect responses to natural
environments and plants. It is necessary to identify the prevalence of the meaning of
nature and to acknowledge the disparities on the topic (Ulrich and Parson, 1992, 95-96;
Wagenaar, et. al., 2003, 32). Rachel Kaplan reiterates this importance by stating that,
“Nature is not merely an amenity, luxury, frill or decoration. The availability of nearby
nature meets an essential human need…” (1992, 132).
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HEALING AND RESTORATIVE LANDSCAPE
Background
The fields of therapeutic horticulture and healing landscape architecture and
design share a common goal of benefiting human well-being by increasing connection to
nature. While the topic of healing and restorative landscape and horticulture has gained
more popularity within the past 10-20 years, it is a subject that has a deeply rooted
history. Some of the earliest examples of restorative gardens in Europe are from hospital
and monasteries during the Middle Ages that provided cloister gardens filled with trees,
flowers, herbs, and birds to allow for varying degrees of sensory exposure in a secure and
hidden environment. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries saw an increase in crop
failures, plague, and population migration to cities as well as a decrease in monasticism
all of which overwhelmed the existing facilities and lead to the decline in the significance
of restorative gardens within these monasteries. Additionally, open spaces that had
surrounded hospitals began to be developed by the growing amount of urban residents
and the responsibility to care for the sick began to shift to civic and religious authorities.
Many hospitals began to be designed in the Roman Catholic tradition of long wards with
beds facing a central location where a priest would perform mass, and in the influential
Ospedale Maggiore in Milan from 1458, the windows were so high that views to the
formal garden were nonexistent (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 10-11).
At the end of the eighteen century, hospital garden design recommendations were
written by German horticulture theorist Christian Cay Lorenz Hirschfeld.

He

passionately discusses the benefits of connection and views to nature:
A hospital should lie open, not encased by high walls. The garden should be
directly connected to the hospital, or even more so, surround it. Because a view
from the window into blooming and happy scenes will invigorate the patient, also
a nearby garden encourages patients to take a walk…. The plantings, therefore,
should wind along dry paths, which offer benches and chairs….A hospital garden
should have everything to enjoy nature and to promote a healthy life. It should
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help forget weakness and worries, and encourage a positive outlook….The spaces
between could have beautiful lawns and colorful flower beds….Noisy brooks
could run through flowery fields, and happy waterfalls could reach your ear
through shadowy bushes. Many plants with strengthening aromas could be
grouped together. Many singing birds will be attracted by the shade, peace, and
freedom. And their songs will rejoice many weak hearts (Marcus and Barnes,
1999, 11-12).
Hirschfeld’s

recommendations

were informed and realized by many
hospitals
eighteenth

of

the

seventeenth

centuries

as

and

scientific

medicine emerged and was matched by
the

Romanticism

movement

that

inspired the return of garden spaces for
restoration and healing within the
hospital grounds.

Cross-ventilation

became a central concept in disease
control during this time and the design
of hospitals responded by providing
continuous colonnaded corridors with
bed wards branching off and rooms with
large windows to increase ventilation.
This design became known as a pavilion
hospital (Figure 1) and outdoor spaces
were incorporated between the branches

Figure 1: Example of a Nightingale Ward (Pavilion Hospital),
from Notes on Hospitals, Florence Nightingale
(Barach, and Dickerman, 2012).

of the bed wards (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 12-13). One of the most influential nurses
responsible for much public health reform, Florence Nightingale (1820-1910), wrote
about the wide adoption of pavilion hospitals with much zeal:
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Second only to fresh air…I should be inclined to rank light in importance for the
sick. Direct sunlight, not only daylight, is necessary for speedy recovery….I
mention from experience, as quite perceptible in promoting recovery, the being
able to see out of a window, instead of looking against a dead wall; the bright
colors of flowers; the being able to read in bed by the light of the window close to
my bed-head. It is generally said the effect is upon the mind. Perhaps so, but it is
not less so upon the body on that account (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 13).
The level of healthcare reform did not just apply to general hospitals during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but also applied to the treatment and design
of psychiatric patients and the hospitals that treated them. A nurturing, holistic approach
was now applied to the care of patients, and therapeutic horticulture and protected
landscaped grounds became integral to the treatment programs and for psychiatric wellbeing (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 13).
As with all areas of advancement in the twentieth century, efficiency and profit
was sought after in medical science, communication, construction, and just about every
other technical aspect of our society. This shift pushed for more efficient hospitals and
with advancements in technology, such as the introduction of the elevator and high-rise
construction, low-rise pavilion hospitals and complexes began to be replaced by more
institutional looking structures. This shift also strove to make the environment more
efficient for doctors and nurses and less and less attention was given to the patient
experience. Gardens were replaced with parking lots; balconies were abandoned as
building skins became more and more enclosed with advancements in heating and
cooling; and urban teaching hospitals began to set the precedent for the styles that were
replicated elsewhere (Marcus, 2007, 1; Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 13-14). Insurance
companies pressured healthcare facilities to minimize the patients’ stay and did not offer
any reimbursements or incentives for usable garden space and by the late twentieth
century, the healthcare garden was an ignored restorative amenity which had been
replaced by technology and medicine (Larson, 2004, 1).
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The ignoring of the garden within a healthcare environment may be believed to be
comparable to the neglected psychological well-being in the treatment of illness in the
last century as the benefit of nature had not been scientifically proven or easily
quantified. Facilities focused on technology and the healing environment became
institutional, sterile, and stressful. As healthcare institutions become more and more
competitive and with the rising cost of healthcare, an interest in alternative and
complementary medicine is being explored. Institutions such as The Joint Commission
for the Accreditation of Hospital Organizations (JCAHO) stated in 1999 that “patients
and visitors should have opportunities to connect with nature through outside spaces,
plants, indoor atriums, and views from windows” (Larson, 2004, 2). The environment is
now recognized as being a tool to support healing by reducing stress and anxiety,
lowering blood pressure, and reducing length of stay, and more design professionals are
responding to the research and demands for patient-centered care, including supportive
environments for staff and visitors, and are reintroducing gardens into healthcare settings
for therapeutic purposes on an international basis (Marcus, 2007, 2; Marcus and Barnes,
1999, 17, 27-28).
Theory of Supportive Gardens
The scientific research related to stress currently contributes to the development
of a theory of supportive garden design that hypothesizes the link between health
outcomes and environmental design features and stimuli.

The primary supportive

function of these spaces is stress mitigation for patients, staff, and visitors causing them
to be a viable addition or alternative to medicine and treatment influencing overall wellbeing (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 35). To truly design gardens that have the capability to
heal and act as supportive environments in a healthcare setting, it is critical to understand
the behavioral association between the physical environment (physical, cultural, and
social) and the users (Tyson, 1998, 14-15). Based on many of the behavioral theories
presented in the previous section as well as research on gardens, the importance of
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gardens in a healthcare setting is derived from the stress relieving benefits for staff,
patients, and visitors in the form of:
1. Providing a sense of control and privacy
2. Social support
3. Opportunities for physical exercise and movement
4. Positive distractions and connection to nature
Lastly, in order for the space to function effectively and to be utilized, it must be
perceived as secure. If not, the garden may actually become a stressor and patients, staff,
and visitors will most likely avoid the space due to their sensitivity to environmental cues
(Marcus, 2007, 6; Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 36).
Based on a great deal of environmental research from various settings, a sense of
control is a vital element influencing a person’s ability to deal with stress, especially
stress related to an illness or hospitalization. Control in a healthcare setting is usually
compromised as a patient loses their ability to determine their activities, situations, and
degree of assistance contributing to real or perceived loss of control which often causes
stress. As healthcare providers and designers become increasingly aware of this issue,
attempts are being made to provide opportunities for the patient to have (or perceive they
have) control, and gardens are being designed with this stress-reducing feature in mind
(Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 37-38; Ulrich, 2001, 54). However, there remains a lack of
research looking specifically at control in garden environments, so the supporting
research looks at the stress-reducing and restorative benefits of gardens and incorporates
elements of control from other environmental behavior research (Marcus and Barnes,
1999, 39-41; Ulrich, 2002, 7).
Some of the most basic elements of control dealing with healthcare gardens have
to do with accessibility and way-finding. The patients, staff, and visitors must know that
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the garden exists, be able to navigate to and from the garden without difficulty, and be
able to choose the level of passive or active engagement they will have while there. If the
garden is difficult to find or the accessibility is problematic, the loss of control related to
the environment can become more of a stressor than a restorative experience. Wheelchair
access into and around the garden as well as proximity to patient areas will increase use
by patient and visitor populations (Mitchell, 2011). In general, the garden will be utilized
more effectively if it is adjacent to interior spaces used by patients, visitors, and staff
such as major corridors or cafeterias. In addition to accessibility, privacy within the
garden and visual privacy with respect to windows overlooking the garden will assist in
fostering control. Providing a variety of spaces, seating, and exposure will also allow the
user to have choices reinstating an aspect of control that may have been compromised
with hospitalization. Some facilities with more long-term patient populations may also
consider involving the staff and patients in the gardening process further increasing
feelings of control (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 41-42).
Another important property of supportive gardens is their ability to offer social
and emotional support for patients, visitors, and staff. Much research has found that
people’s health and well-being tend to benefit from social contacts and encouragement,
and like much medical research, the exact reasons for the connection is not completely
understood other than through the reduction of stress. The translation of this research to
the interior design of the environment has manifested itself in space and furniture
accommodations for visitors in the patient room and increased waiting areas adjacent to
patient areas. In the case of healthcare gardens, there is a continued lack of empirical
research documenting the social support benefits derived by patients in a garden setting,
however, other research points toward parks and gardens as being important settings for
social interaction (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 42-43; Ulrich, 2001, 54). One study has
provided evidence that these settings are important for patients, visitors, and staff to
access social support and that a large majority of the users actively engaged in some form
of social interaction. Claire Cooper Marcus and Marni Barnes conducted a study of four
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California healthcare gardens in 1995 and discovered that 73 percent of the users engaged
in at least one conversation with another user. Of those interviewed, 36 percent also
stated that they had used the space to socialize with a patient, while the majority of the
staff reported using the garden to interact with other employees (Marcus and Barnes,
1999, 44). In the case of this study, further research is needed to determine if these social
interactions did indeed provide health benefits for the participants.
When considering the design of gardens for social support, it is again important to
allow access to these environments by patients, staff, and visitors. The provision of
zones within a garden that allow for smaller groups to gather will accommodate increased
social support. In some cultures, larger or more extended family is involved in the
patient care, so a setting that still provides a sense of privacy for a slightly larger group
may be important to incorporate as well. The goal of the garden should be to promote
social interaction without compromising the users’ access to privacy. Gardens that are
crowded and perceived as hectic will have negative psychological effects and the
environment can become stressful. In several studies, patients and staff have been cited
as saying they prefer “natural, spatially enclosed settings for active socialization” and
“natural, spatially open settings for more passive and often private activities” (Marcus
and Barnes, 1999, 45-46). Similar research also concluded that the majority of people
that use healthcare gardens do so as an escape from the interior environment and in
search of privacy and to be alone(Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 46; Ulrich, 2001, 54-55).
Directly associated with health and well-being is that of physical movement and
exercise. In addition to the health benefits associated with physical activity, there are
also psychological and emotional benefits related to combating stress. The addition of a
garden in a healthcare environment can easily support the research that shows the
benefits of exercise on patient populations and in the improvement of health outcomes.
Depression is also a common result of hospitalization, especially in long-term situations
or for the chronically ill. There is also strong research that directly relates exercise, both
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aerobic and nonaerobic to be effective in the reduction of depression, suggesting that
regular exercise is effective as a form of psychotherapy making the case for patientaccessible gardens even more relevant (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 47).
One of the primary ways in which exercise or physical activity in a garden can be
increased is by siting and designing the garden to be a destination. Separate from the
restorative properties of nature which is achieved through visual and auditory cues,
nature and gardens are thought of as much more pleasant and attractive than the majority
of the interior of healthcare environments (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 72).

Atrium

gardens or dramatic views from a window can also offer destination points that will
require trips down corridors promoting movement. This is a successful design approach
for climates that have extreme summers and winters and will allow the building
occupants to maintain connection and, where feasible, access to nature. Rehabilitation
spaces would also benefit from adjacency to a garden where views could be maintained
and walking loops could be incorporated for more able patients, visitors, and staff
(Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 48).
Lastly, an important role in stress reduction is that of a positive distraction in the
form of a natural element which may create an improved psychological and emotional
response and help to reduce stress. Positive distractions are not merely effective for
patient populations, but also benefit staff and visitors who also incur environmental
stress. Some of the well-received examples of positive distractions within a healthcare
environment are laughter and comedy, companion animals and pet therapy, art, music,
and nature (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 49; Ulrich, 2001, 55). If art is being considered
for a garden environment, it is critical to understand the patient’s perspective and the fact
that abstract art may have the opposite effect and can actually cause increased levels of
stress in patients. Research indicates that ambiguous environmental stimuli, such as art,
can affect a viewer’s perception and response which is influenced by their emotional
status. This concept of emotional congruence proposes that viewers will most likely
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focus on a subset of stimuli that matches their emotional state meaning that artwork may
be experienced differently by the designer, staff, visitors, and patients and should be
selected with extreme care to ensure it is a positive distraction (Marcus and Barnes, 1999,
66; Ulrich, 2002, 8). Overall, the exposure of stress reducing elements and situations
within a well-designed healthcare garden are enhanced by the supportive and restorative
environment that increased connection to nature (Burnett, 2003, 21).
Healing Gardens
Nature fascinates and invites our attention without causing physical or mental
fatigue. It can restore the mind, reduce stress, awaken the senses, and cause a person to
reflect on their own healing (Marcus, 2007, 8). The term “healing” has a broad usage and
typically refers to a process that promotes overall well-being. By looking at three aspects
of healing within a healthcare setting, we can begin to identify how a garden environment
may also be therapeutic and assist in the healing process. The first characteristic is the
element that is being described as “healing” or “therapeutic” assists in achieving a degree
of relief or awareness of physical symptoms playing a significant part in pain
management and treatment processes for patients with chronic or acute illness. Next,
healing can be in the form of stress reduction and increased comfort for someone
experiencing the psychological or physical effects of a healthcare environment. As
discussed in the previous section, this aspect is a critical contributor to well-being and
extends to the patient, staff, and visitors. The first two components support the third
concept which is that of assisting in an improvement in the overall sense of well-being
and optimism experienced by an individual and, in turn, supports physical improvements.
As discussed, the physical environment can greatly influence response, impact wellbeing, and support the healing process (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 3; Ulrich, 2001, 56;
Wagenaar, et. al., 2003, 31).
There are a number of reasons that gardens can be considered healing or
therapeutic, and the most obvious is the verdant environment that they create and the
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aesthetics of the natural world that draws people outdoors.

The sensory stimuli

introduced by being out in the sun, observing trees, flowers, and birds, hearing these birds
and sounds of water or wind in the trees create positive distractions and is beneficial in
reducing stress. In order for a garden to be healing beyond the passive experience of
simply viewing it from the interior, it needs to consider design features that encourage
people to go outside. By providing features that allow for physical activities such as
walking or more vigorous exercise and by offering choices for the user to choose the
level of sun or shade exposure, socialization, and privacy, a garden can provide healing
benefits beyond the architectural walls of the healthcare building (Larson, 2004, 3;
Marcus, 2007; 8-9; Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 4). In several studies, 95 percent of the
users in healthcare gardens or outdoor spaces reported feeling less anxious, stressed, or
depressed after spending time in these settings.

More than two-thirds cited plant

materials and visual cues (trees, greenery, flowers, colors, seasonal changes) and more
than half mentioned other stimuli such as fragrances, birdsong, and the sound of running
water as being the elements or characteristics that led them to this change in mood. The
researchers concluded that it was the natural elements that contrasted with the interior
environment that supported the calming or restorative process in a healthcare setting
(Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 5, 8; Ulrich and Parson, 1992, 95; Wagenaar, et. al., 2003,
31).
Healing gardens are both a place and process coalescing design and medicine. It
is important to remember that the garden cannot cure, that it may not be effective for
every user or at all times, but in general, it can greatly assist in the healing process and
provide therapeutic support (Marcus, 2007, 22; Wagenaar, 2003, 34). A significant term
to consider in the context of a healing environment is that of a health outcome, i.e., a
measurable indicator of the patient’s progress or condition. Health outcomes may be
physical or psychological and can be self-reported or measured. They can range from
clinical indicators such as blood-pressure, depression, pain, medication intake, and length
of stay to reported outcomes dealing with satisfaction, etc. (Ulrich, 2002, 3). The use of
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outcome studies in healthcare is not a new concept, and they are crucial in providing a
widely accepted framework for evaluating effectiveness of medicines and treatment
processes, as well as gauging costs and expenses. Outcome studies have the potential to
be useful and influential in the evaluation of the effectiveness of garden environments
and how they may influence medical and health outcomes (Marcus and Barnes, 1999, 3031).
Horticulture as Therapy
While healing gardens are typically designed to promote an increase in overall
well-being incorporating psychological and physical response, therapeutic gardens and
landscape design relates to a specific aspect of a disease or needs of a given group of
people for the healing process and to maximum cognitive, social, physical and
psychological functioning. It is typically incorporated into the treatment programs of
horticulture therapy, and the results and outcomes are documented and measured during
activities taking place in the therapeutic environment (Haller and Kramer, 2006, 5;
Larson, 2004, 3).

A broader definition of horticulture encompasses the therapeutic

benefits of the field: “the art of growing flowers, fruits, vegetables, tress, and shrubs
resulting in the development of the minds and emotions of individuals, the enrichment
and health of communities, and the integration of the ‘garden’ in the breadth of modern
civilization” (Simson, 1998, 21-22).
The physiological and psychological responses to plants have been discussed in
detail in previous sections, and it is the supporting science from these theories that have
helped inform and provide a framework of evaluation for the human-environment
relationship in regards to plants and horticulture. Many of the techniques and processes
used in the fields of psychology, occupational therapy, social work, and education have
been adopted by horticulture therapists. The therapist typically works with or co-treats
along with a medical professional to optimize therapeutic approaches. The American
Horticulture Therapy Association (AHTA) is working towards more empirical research,
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standards for practice, and a more rigorous credentialing system to increase exposure and
advocacy for the field among healthcare providers and insurance and policy regulators
(Haller and Kramer, 2006, 1-4).
Therapeutic horticulture programs commonly use gardens where growing,
harvesting, processing, experiencing, and observing of plant material reinforces and
inspires positive responses in patients, visitors, and staff in hospitals, clinics, long-term
care facilities, etc. The unique value of such programs is being identified and the quality
and quantity of programs is increasing in healthcare settings (Simson, 1998, 287). These
therapeutic gardens provide a location for therapists to engage with patient population
and others to experience horticulture stimuli that are relevant to the specific needs of the
user in regards to their healing process. These gardens are designed to utilize plant
material to achieve any of several goals:
1. Support clinical therapy through sub-spaces to accommodate different sized
groups and needs for private or group activity.

Containers and in-ground

accommodations for plantings are needed to support the therapy.
2. Empower users by inspiring new skills, understanding, and confidence through
interactions with horticulture.
3. Highlight the restorative characteristics that make the garden an environment for
recovery, rest, and pleasure.
4. Offer a pleasing, informal landscaped amenity for visitors and staff (Simson,
1998, 287-288).
Apart from the goals for the garden, a universally designed space and related
therapy programs can promote a variety of experiences such as opportunities for
socialization during activities or classes, tasks involving the cultivation of plant material
in a living environment, and new learning experiences for patients, staff, and visitors. In
addition to outdoor garden spaces, interior spaces have successfully been utilized for
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projects such as floral design or plant propagation (Simson, 1998, 288, 317). The indoor
and outdoor activities provide a high level of stimuli and challenges more aligned with
what the patient will experience once they return home, and provide an opportunity to
look past physical limitations by utilizing many different skills (physical, social, and
mental) concurrently while dealing with the plant-related task (Chambers, 2009).
Therapeutic horticulture is often used as a tool to help develop or rehabilitate
cognitive functioning.

The natural world offers affordances that are engaging and

stimulating assisting in simple identification and basic classifications among natural and
living items such as trees, plants, flowers, birds, insects, etc.

By observing and

experiencing the rich details in nature, cognitive development is fostered through
analysis, integration, interpretation, and understanding of ideas or facts. As exposure to
these natural elements continues, improvements in concentration and attention capacity
are identified as well as increased critical thinking and application of concepts to other
situations outside of the therapeutic or natural environment. Memory is also stimulated
by exposure to nature and the patient begins to recall or recognize underlying
relationships and patterns by carefully understanding influences and results of
interactions with nature (Hartig, Mang, Evans, 1991; Herzog, Black, Fountaine and
Knotts, 1997; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; Kellert, 2005, 67-70; Ulrich and Parsons, 1992).
Types of Outdoor Spaces
Landscape architects now have the difficult task of mediating between the real
environment, the perceived environment, and the observed environment to design
therapeutic spaces that create a place and support a process (Marcus and Barnes, 1999,
87, 89). This assignment requires a common vocabulary, increased interdisciplinary
teamwork, and a specific set of design considerations. In order to arrive at this goal, it is
important to gain an overview of different types of outdoor spaces. The typologies,
advantages, and disadvantages of these outdoor spaces represented in Appendix A are
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from the research completed by Marcus and Barnes between the years of 1995 to 1998 in
the United States, Australia, Canada, and England (1999, 115-152).
Design Patterns and Guidelines
In addition to understanding the types of outdoor spaces, it is important to
understand design patterns or guidelines that are recommended in the formation of these
spaces. Patterns, in this situation, refer to an occurrence that has taken place repeatedly
in an environment. Patterns tend to be deeply rooted in the language of design and can
define a setting and help form our perception of the environment (Tyson, 1998, 43).
Observation of human behavioral response to an environment is a key factor when
considering patterns. Christopher Alexander and coauthors presented 253 patterns in his
1977 book, A Pattern Language, that have become the basis for a universal design
language for creating spaces at all scales that address the relationship between humans
and their environment. Martha M. Tyson took 25 of these patterns as a basis for her own
pattern hypothesis in her 1998 book The Healing Landscape: Therapeutic Outdoor
Environments. For example, Alexander’s pattern number 106, “Positive Outdoor Space”
is described as follows:
Make all the outdoor spaces which surround and lie between your buildings
positive. Give each one some degree of enclosure; surround each space with
wings of buildings, trees, hedges, fences, arcades, and trellised walks, until it
becomes an entity with a positive quality and does not spill out indefinitely
around corners (Alexander, et. al., 1977, 522).
Tyson then goes on to illustrate examples and provide specific objectives for this
pattern hypothesis for healing landscape related to “Positive Outdoor Space.” She starts
by listing the “Individual’s Needs: Provide for safety and security; Allow for heightened
sensory awareness,” continues with “Physical Environment: Create comfortable
microclimate; Provide interesting walking paths,” and finishes with “Behavior: Maximize
spatial orientation; Encourage social and environmental interaction” (Tyson, 1998, 45).
Proposed design patterns and subpatterns from Tyson’s research are outlined in
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Appendices B and C (Tyson, 1998, 61-64). The intention of the patterns and guidelines
is not to hinder or restrict creativity, but rather to assist in the design process of healing
landscapes recognizing that healthcare situations may not be the most appropriate
locations to test innovative or unprecedented solutions.
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EVIDENCE-BASED HEALTHCARE DESIGN
Background
As much of the research in Environmental Psychology and in healing landscapes
has concentrated on the adaptation and reaction of humans to the natural environment, the
research that contributes to healing architecture also relies on similar principles of
behavioral responses to the built environment establishing the basis for evidence-based
healthcare design.

Considerations, patterns, and guidelines derived from research

regarding healing natural environments can be applied to the design of the built
environment to increase its restorative value.

While these disciplines focus on the

experience of the user, the role of architecture in the healing process becomes a
significant factor in need of continued empirical research as healthcare needs and
concerns constantly evolve.
The healthcare building boom over the past ten years has been in response to
keeping up with changing demographics, technological advancements, economic
pressures, and rising competition – all of which will shape the healthcare environment for
the next generation. The public is increasingly informed on issues in the healthcare
sector as a result of proposed political reforms and reports such as the Institute of
Medicine’s Quality Chasm series that is highlighting the need for considerable
improvements in the quality of care, the reduction in nursing turnover rates, decreased
hospital acquired infections, as well as increased safety and focus on patients and their
families (Cama, 2009, Vii, 5; Ulrich, 2002, 6; Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 3-4; Zimring
and Bosch, 2008, 147). The increase in construction creates an urgent need to better
understand the built environment’s effect on healing for patients, staff, and visitors. A
growing number of scientific studies are being reported that support the impact of design
on medical outcomes within the context of healthcare and can be found in peer-reviewed
journals from the fields of medicine, nursing, architecture, environmental psychology,
and others (Cama, 2009, Viii).
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The medical community is progressively shifting toward a model known as
evidence-based medicine utilizing systematic reviews of literature that evaluate research
to support or inform clinical choices. The healthcare design industry is following suit by
using human-environmental research to inform design decisions known as evidencebased healthcare design which requires a new practice model replacing philosophy with
empirical evidence (Levin, 2011, 1; Wagenaar, et. al. 2003, 15-16; Zimring and Bosch,
2008, 147-148). However, the implementation of this growing amount of evidence
creates a challenge for architecture and design fields which are traditionally not research
based and are even less unaccustomed to creating, judging, and sharing research as they
tend to focus on the product as opposed to the process (Delvin and Arneill, 2003, 667668).
Building the Evidence for Evidence-based Design
Evidence-based healthcare design can potentially help make healthcare
environments more pleasant, safer, therapeutic, and more supportive for patients and
families as well as for staff performance. In order to inform design decisions, continued
empirical research and the dissemination of the body of knowledge needs to be a priority.
A concise definition of Evidence-based design is provided by The Center for Health
Design as “the deliberate attempt to base building decisions on the best available research
evidence with the goal of improving outcomes and of continuing to monitor the success
or failure for subsequent decision-making” (Hamilton, 2003, 1; Malkin, 2008, 2). This
“best available research” may be in the form of evidence from the field or an organization
and will require analysis to begin to inform a design hypothesis that is based on
behavioral, economic, or organizational clues that can produce a repeatable, beneficial
physical or psychological outcome. This hypothesis is not prescriptive, but begins to
inform innovative approaches to a design decision that can be tested and documented to
increase the related body of knowledge (Cama, 2009, 7, 10).
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The research methods and study design for data collection in healthcare
environments are similar to approaches in other fields of study, but one of the factors to
consider with healthcare is that patients are already subjected to a variety of examinations
and outcome reporting that can contribute to human-environmental research reflecting
medicine intake, length of stay, stress, and satisfaction.

As with all patient-related

information, privacy measurements (i.e., HIPPA) can restrict much of these results if
proper measures and consent are not obtained in advance. One of the first methods for
conducting research is through observation including observing physical traces or
environmental behavior.

By analyzing physical traces, the researcher can study

indications of previous use or activity, rather than activities that may have just been
produced for the research, allowing them to understand the pattern of use over a period of
time.

By observing environmental behavior, the researcher can understand how

individuals and groups react to and use a space to determine if the environment supports
or prompts the resultant behaviors. Several other methods include the use of focused
interviews or standardized questionnaires that can offer insight into more psychological
responses or perceptions of an environment (Malkin, 2008, 24-25). A practical, on-going
example of this is the patient satisfaction surveys that are taken at the end of a hospital
stay. If applicable or capable of being amended, questions pertaining to environmental
response may be included in these forms. For this research to be valuable and applicable
to design solutions, it needs to consider some key components. The first is that it needs
to define the audience such as nurses, patients, visitors, etc. The next is that it has
variables that are related to the audience like nursing turnover rate, length of stay, or pain
medicine intake. An additional key component of impactful research is that it needs to
have the findings published in a credible format, whether as conference presentation or in
a peer-reviewed journal. Finally, it needs to identify and prioritize design interventions
that influence the audiences’ behavior (Watkins, 2008, 5-6).
One of the difficulties and points of criticism of evidence-based design is how to
determine the credibility of the evidence within a quickly growing body of knowledge.
Traditionally, the majority of the scientific evidence that is available to the design
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profession deals with human-environment relationships from the interdisciplinary field of
environmental psychology, but an increasing number of studies from the fields of
Neuroscience, Psychoneuroimmunology (the study of social, psychological, and behavior
interactions in the brain, endocrine and immune systems), and evolutionary biology (e.g.,
Biophilia) have begun to emerge (Cama, 2009, 34). In review of research from any of
these fields, it is crucial to determine the internal validity of a study and how it uses
quantitative data to help rule out alternative factors that could have contributed to the
response.

As is the case with evidence-based medicine, studies utilizing this

methodology possess more empirical strength and stronger evidence (Pati, 2011, 1, 3).
Likewise, systematic reviews and meta-analysis of a specific question within multiple
studies or related fields are considered more credible than review of a single study and
are useful to help inform evidence. Literature reviews are useful for evaluating the
current state of evidence, but may not provide the level of integration needed to translate
the evidence to a design solution (Pati, 2011, 6-7).
By having such a systematic approach to evaluating behavior or environmental
factors to inform design decisions, it is common for designers to feel that the process may
inhibit their creativity. One of the original contributors to the theory of evidence-based
design, Kevin Hamilton argues that this challenge in fact calls for “an exceptionally
creative and ever-changing interpretation of new data...encouraging designers to test new
and interesting ideas” (2003, 1). The designer is then called to observe the effects of the
design and implement what has been learned into forthcoming projects – a critical
component of evidence-based design (Martin, 2009, 1-2). For many designers, the term
“evidence-based design” is used as a trendy marketing term touted in trade publications
and at conferences. It is important for more designers within the profession to fully
understand the definition, goals, process, and most importantly how to implement
evidence-based design into practice.

The development of this knowledge, the

implementation, testing, and reporting of design decisions will assist in growing the
related body of knowledge that supports the evidence (Martin, 2009, 7).
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Data collection typically takes place during the programming or pre-design phases
or during a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) of a project, so it seems natural for
designers and project managers to struggle with how to implement the various phases of
evidence-based design throughout the entire length of the project.

An applicable

approach is the use of semantics to move from the research process to the creation of
design hypotheses (i.e., design intention). The hypothesis is the initial theory regarding
the relationship between the design decision and the anticipated outcome that can serve
as framework for further measurement and analysis (Cama, 2009, 123). Architectural
and interior design processes typically begin in the Schematic Design phase after data has
been gathered and evaluated, and project goals have been established, and team members
begin to work together and join the team as needed to meet all of the project, client,
economical, and schedule requirements. For projects practicing evidence-based design it
is important to have these design hypotheses in place at the end of the schematic design
phase. This will allow the project team to identify additional research needs or data
collection for a successful study and any additional team members that may need to be
added to support or measure specific hypotheses (Cama, 2009, 129). As design of the
project continues to move forward, the team will continue to facilitate the innovative
design hypotheses that can be tested and proved or disapproved first in a mock-up (offsite or live) and then, if appropriate, introduced into the new construction. Finally, the
most important component in the evidence-based design process is sharing these design
hypotheses and the measured outcomes in peer-review journals to inspire further
exploration and to determine a broader acceptance or rejection of the design hypothesis
(Cama, 2009, 14-15, 18, 43).
Architecture as Medicine
Little as we know about the way in which we are affected by form, by colour, and
light, we do know this, that they have an actual physical effect - Florence
Nightingale (Notes of Nursing, 1859, p. 34)
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Architecture and design are almost always thought of as an art whose success or
acceptance is subjective.

A well-designed building can be identified as being

aesthetically pleasing, functional, and efficient, but apart from physical spatial qualities
the effect of the specific environment on occupant behavior is rarely studied. This is
beginning to change, however, as the Pebble Project supported by The Center for Health
Design begins to study how specific healthcare environments that have been constructed
using evidence-based design methods affect an occupant’s behavior, and healthcare
professionals understand that supportive design can facilitate recovery and shorten
hospital stays (Delvin and Arneill, 2003, 666). This is beginning to close the gap
between art and science in the field of healthcare design.

Science fields rely on

systematic experimentation and observation to study the physical world, and by creating
a design with a measurable outcome, the built environment fits into the domain of science
(Cama, 2009, 3-4). Applying this concept to healthcare environments, research primarily
from environmental psychology can assist in creating components of the ideal built
environment that are:
1. Easily accessible and useful
2. Encouraging for a sense of well-being
3. Supportive of connections to and among staff
4. Private and confidential
5. Caring for families and visitors
6. Sympathetic to deficiencies or impairments
7. Connected to nature
8. Secure and safe (Cama, 2009, 69).
If we begin to look at the science supporting evidence-based healthcare design,
we can begin to understand how the built environment starts to influence medical
outcomes. The Lancet, an international medical journal, proposes that evidence-based
medicine now has its architectural counterpart in evidence-based healthcare design
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encompassing the exterior and even more enthusiastically in the interior. Like evidencebased medicine, the focus of evidence-based design is not as much on the product, but
assessment and evaluations of the experiences and processes that were promoted along
the way to produce that outcome (Wagenaar et. al., 2003, 23; Ulrich, 2001, 49). Medical
researchers at John Hopkins were initially skeptical about the link between architecture
and health outcomes, but have determined that “about 75 percent of the most rigorous
scientific studies in the area of Evidence-based Design have reported positive findings”
meaning those studies strongly support a link between health outcome and architectural
elements of the healthcare environment (30 percent is the usual success rate) (Wagenaar,
et. al., 2003, 24).
These findings are generally focused on the environmental conditions or
situations that facilitate well-being by providing social support, nurture control, and
provide positive distractions primarily through connection and access to nature causing
these to be important considerations in the design of healthcare facilities (Ulrich, 1992,
99; Ulrich, 2001, 49). All of these are important components that assist in the reduction
of stress, which as we have seen with the reviews of the other bodies of knowledge, is a
central function in human well-being. Again, stress is a prevailing issue for patient
populations, staff, and visitors and efforts to alleviate stress are at the forefront of clinical
goals based on the proven negative physical, behavioral, and psychological effects it can
have on health outcome and general well-being. Psychologically supportive healthcare
environments look at ways to reduce these environmental stressors and to include
environmental features that are shown to reduce stress, provide control and privacy,
encourage social interactions and support, and introduce connection and access to nature
all in an effort to positively influence the healing process (Ulrich, 1992, 97-103; Ulrich,
2001, 54).
In addition to psychological effects of the built healthcare environment, there has
been increasing research focused on concerns of sick building syndrome, indoor air
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quality, and infection control. Groups such as the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee
(HICPAC) have released guidelines and continue to regulate the built environment in
efforts to reduce hospital acquired infections that are typically transmitted through
airborne, droplet, and contact paths (Malkin, 2008, 40-41). Much of the research focuses
on air quality, ventilation, and filtration systems and the direct role they can have on the
concentrations of pathogens, particles, or fungi spores effecting infection occurrence as
well as other health outcomes. Construction and renovation activities, which are more
common than not in the ever-evolving healthcare environment, can be a culprit for
reduced air quality and increased particulate matter providing a source for airborne
infection transmission if proper measures and controls are not in place (Ulrich, 2001, 53;
Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 7).

American Institute of Architects (AIA) is among one

group that sets guidelines for healthcare spaces and addresses issues of supply and return
air in isolation rooms (positive and negative), laminar flow in operating suites and clean
rooms, and addition spaces that may house infectious or immunocompromised patients.
Groups such as CDC and HICPAC suggest HEPA filters for healthcare facilities as
opposed to standard 90 percent efficiency filters, but not regulate them for construction or
renovation zones (Malkin, 2008, 53; Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 7-8). In addition to the
research on airborne infection, research has also been conducted on the benefits of singleoccupancy patient rooms and increased hand washing which has also lead to changes in
design guidelines and evidence towards the reduction in infection rates associated with
droplet and contact transmission (Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 6).
Another one of the most important aspects of the interior built environment that
affects patients, staff, and visitors is day-lighting and artificial light.

Appropriate

exposure to day-light is essential in the support of circadian rhythms and biological wellbeing (Malkin, 2008, 63). Research across all building types has identified the benefits
of day-light on productivity, job satisfaction, and absentee rates as well as in the
reduction of stress, fatigue, and depression (Delvin and Arneill, 2003, 681; Smith, 2007b,
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4;Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 20). Thoughtful artificial lighting schemes and sun and daylight controls are especially important in healthcare settings as lighting transitions, light
levels, color, and glare from light can become an environmental stressor.
Although the benefits of
connection to nature on wellbeing have been discussed in
detail in previous sections, it is
important to mention it in the
context

of

evidence-based

healthcare design. An increasing
amount of research is growing on
the benefit of artwork (printed and
digital) depicting realistic natural
scenes not only as a positive
distraction, but also to simulate
the benefits of connection to

Figure 2: The Sky Factory Luminous Rectilinear SkyCeilings
installed in the Radiotherapy suite, American British Cowdray
Cancer Center in Mexico City, Mexico. (The Sky Factory, 2012)

nature in patient spaces and treatment rooms, staff spaces, and visitor waiting. The
psychological responses have been significantly similar to studies that have used actual
natural settings or views onto them showing reduced anxiety, decreases in pain medicine
intake, blood pressure and heart rate, and reduced length of stay (Figure 2) (Delvin and
Arneill, 2003, 682; Malkin, 2004, 70-71; Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 21).
Patient-centered Care
One of the primary goals of evidence-based design research is the creation of
supportive healthcare environments focused on patient-centered care, which originated as
part of The Planetree model for Healthcare Design in 1978 in an effort to redefine the
healthcare experience by encouraging multi-dimensional healing emphasizing care from
the patient’s perspective. The dimensions of healing include psychological, physical,
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emotional, spiritual, and social ones and rely on a holistic approach consisting of nine
points:
1. Significance of human interaction
2. Partnership of family and friends in the healing process
3. Information and education as tools to empower patients
4. Architecture and design that supports health and healing
5. Spirituality and the importance of inner resources
6. Nutrition and nurturing qualities of food
7. Healing arts
8. Human touch
9. Complementary therapies not part of traditional care (Kopec, 2006, 212; Malkin,
2008, 88; McCullough, 2010).
In the same way as the term “evidence-based design” has become a catchphrase
within the healthcare design industry, “patient-centered care” is also often used loosely
without a clear or strong understanding of the definition.

By designing services,

workflow, and care from the patient’s perspective, efficiency and quality of care provided
can be increased while errors, costs, and stress decrease (Delvin and Arneill, 2003, 673674).

This approach has probably become most evident in large, single-occupancy

residential type patient rooms with amenities for families offering support and with close
proximity to staff now located at decentralized nurse stations.
Patient-centered care is a model that can be expanded upon through evidencebased design. The benefit of merging these concepts with others in evidence-based
design is to strive to create a more holistic supportive healing environment. Evidencebased design is not about creating hospitals that are simply more pleasant; it is about
creating an environment that is safer, encourages patient recovery, supports family
participation, and is more efficient and supportive for staff. If the larger goal is to create
environments that are caring, therapeutic, and restorative for patients, visitors, and staff
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all coping with psychological and physiological stress, then the project most likely will
“result in demonstrated improvements in the organization’s clinical outcomes, economic
performance, productivity, customer satisfaction, and cultural measures” (Smith, 2007b,
2; Smith, 2007c, 3; Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, 26).
Places of Respite
Based on the cited research, the built environment is an important factor in the
healing process.

However, the traditional approach to design of the modern built

environment has encouraged the depletion and alteration of natural systems and furthered
the separation between humans and the natural world.

“This design paradigm has

resulted in unsustainable energy and resource consumption, major biodiversity loss,
widespread chemical pollution and contamination, extensive atmospheric degradation
and climate change, and human alienation from nature” (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador,
2008, 5). Many of the sustainable movements have been generated in response to the
massive task of reducing the environmental impact of the built environment in efforts to
stop or reduce the issues stated previously.

These programs include Leadership in

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), The Green Guide for Healthcare (GGHC),
Living Building Challenge, and The Sustainable Sites Initiative (SITES). The most
widely accepted building rating system in the United States is the U.S. Green Building
Council’s LEED program. The LEED 2009 version introduced more specialized rating
systems, including one for healthcare, that deals with some of the specific issues faced
with healthcare facilities energy consumption, filtration and HVAC systems, and medical
equipment and furniture to name a few. Two of the new credits it also introduced are
under LEED’s “Sustainable Sites” category and are “Connection to the Natural World –
Places of Respite” (SS Credit 9.1) and “Connection to the Natural World – Direct
Exterior Access for Patients” (SS Credit 9.2).
The intent of the first credit concerning Places of Respite is to “provide
[accessible] outdoor places of respite on the healthcare campus to connect patients, staff,
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and visitors to the health benefits of the natural environment”(LEED 2009 for Healthcare,
2010). The settings for patients and visitors must be equal to 5 percent of the net usable
program area of the building or project and additional dedicated outdoor space for staff
must be equal to 2 percent of the net usable program area. In addition to the spatial
requirements, both areas are required to:
1. Allow for complete accessibility
2. Be free from clinical care
3. Provide natural elements with access to fresh air, views to the sky, and seasonal
changes
4. Provide options for shading with accessible seating areas below
5. Be free of environmental tobacco smoke
Additional program areas can factor into the overall percentages at various rates
outlined in the LEED handbook. The types of programs included are:
1. Conditioned interior greenhouses, atria, and solaria
2. Special-use gardens utilized for horticulture therapy
3. Nature trails with universal access
The intent of the next credit, Direct Exterior Access for Patients, states that
patients and staff must be provided “with the health benefits associated with direct access
to the natural environment” (LEED 2009 for Healthcare, 2010). This credit requires
direct access for inpatients and outpatients with a clinical length of stay longer than four
hours to an exterior courtyard, terrace, garden, or balcony with a minimum area of five
square feet per 75 percent of each patient group. Again, the space is required to be free
of environmental tobacco smoke, and be at least 100 feet away from building exhaust,
loading docks, parking lots, and other sources of air pollutants. (Additional details for
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both of the requirements including calculations, exceptions, etc. can be found in the
LEED 2009 for Healthcare handbook).
Similarly, Green Guide for Health Care (GGHC) released their Version 2.2 in
2007. This self-certifying system has a similar format to LEED and was a precursor in
the Healthcare industry providing best practice guidelines for sustainable healthcare
design, construction, and operations. There are many credits that are shared within this
system and LEED 2009 for healthcare including a detailed credit discussing “Places of
Respite” which they define as “a place on the health care campus to connect health care
patients, visitors, and staff to health benefits of the natural environment” (Smith, 2007a,
1). These natural benefits are described in the form of positive distractions and natural
cycles that “rejuvenate the senses and reduce stress levels for employees and patients
alike, thus contributing to the important goals of reducing medical errors and improving
patient health outcomes” (Smith, 2007a, 1).
Outdoor places of respite should consider environmental factors of the site as well
as adjacency requirements of the interior. These adjacencies should consider spaces that
can most benefit from nearby access to the exterior environment as well as the benefit of
views of nature being brought in to the interior. Some of these interior spaces may
include waiting rooms, public corridors, and clinical spaces which can all benefit from
the ease of way-finding through natural elements. Some examples of outdoor places of
respite are:
1. Meditative gardens
2. Healing gardens
3. Therapeutic and enabling gardens
4. Rooftop gardens and green roofs
5. Staff gardens (with seating)
6. Rehabilitation, restorative, and enabling gardens
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Likewise, interior places of respite can be incorporated into the interior design by
continuing materials and elements of nature throughout the facility. As the research has
demonstrated, views to nature are important for restoration and GGHC requires that 90
percent of the collective area for indoor places of respite should have a direct view onto
nature. Some examples of indoor places of respite are:
1. Interior greenhouse gardens and atria
2. Display areas of flora and fauna
3. Corridors that can accommodate seating with views of nature and seasonal
changes
4. Family consultation spaces with views
5. Areas to pause (with seating) adjacent to destination points
6. Chapels, meditation spaces, and bereavement rooms
7. Patient and family libraries and resource areas (with seating)
8. Therapy and exercise areas
By integrating indoor and outdoor places of respite throughout a facility, the
boundary between interior and exterior becomes ambiguous and more wholly brings
nature into the healing process.

This is not a process that happens haphazardly

throughout schematic design and design development; these spaces should be identified
and maintained throughout design and value engineering processes. If elimination is
threatened due to budget concerns, consider recognizing areas for donor and naming
opportunities. Some considerations to encourage the realization and effectiveness for
places of respite are:
1. Prevailing winds and solar orientation
2. Orientation relative to exterior views of nearby and distant nature or other natural
features that introduce day-light and seasonal changes
3. Choice, variety, and dimensional design
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4. Way-finding and accessibility
5. Sensory engagement of all five senses as well as areas for specific sensory
stimulation
6. Smaller spaces that are convenient throughout the facility as opposed to one larger
space that may not be as accessible
7. Areas with consideration for immune suppression conditions and sunlight
sensitivity (i.e., chemical and air quality concerns)
8. Accessible nature trails with seating
9. Screening of negative view, HVAC equipment, and vehicular traffic
10. Requirements for privacy and security
11. Requirements for maintenance (Smith, 2007a, 1-4)
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Chapter 4: Biophilic Design for Interior Healthcare and Healing
Environments
Ian McHarg is credited with forming the phrase “design with nature” derived
from his 1969 book of the same title discussing site design and land use planning. This
idea was very successfully received by the design community and has since become an
integral principle in healthcare design (Smith, 2007b, 1).

Hundreds of research

documents from environmental and social researchers, environmental behavior
psychologists, and design professionals have been published over the last 25 years
demonstrating the methods and analysis of health outcomes related to human-nature
connection. This growing body of knowledge has been funded by philanthropic groups
like the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Merck Family Fund in addition to
sponsorship by nonprofit organizations such as The Center for Health Design (Smith,
2007b, 1). The resulting research has contributed to a shift in principles for environments
of care demonstrating the importance of affordance of designing with nature for all users.
The majority of the healing effects from designing with nature in the interiors are from
the biophilic or sensory encounters stimulating or increasing one or more of the senses
(seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touch) which are integral to our perceptions,
emotions, and psychological well-being (Kline, 2009, 161; Smith, 2007b, 9).
VALUES IN NATURE
At the heart of the theory of biophilia are the values, meanings, or benefits people
attach to nature. As discussed previously, this is an inherent quality, but the extent of
value is learned or greatly influenced by individuals’ experiences and cultural support.
There are nine methods related to how humans value nature that are influential in their
physical, material, emotional, psychological, and spiritual well-being:
1. Aesthetic – physical allure of nature
2. Dominionistic – control of nature
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3. Humanistic – emotional attachment to nature
4. Moralistic – Spiritual association to nature
5. Naturalistic – direct experiences with nature
6. Negativistic – fear of nature
7. Scientific – empirical observation and study of nature
8. Symbolic – metaphoric value of nature
9. Utilitarian – physical and material benefit of nature (Kellert, 2005, 34, 50)
These nine values reflect our interconnectedness with natural systems. In historic
and contemporary time, humans consistently rely on natural processes and systems to
obtain building material for shelter, food for survival, and medicine for health. We also
depend on ecosystem services that produce water, plants, nutrients, and that are able to
decompose wastes. Humans have an inherent desire to dominate and understand the
natural world explaining the environment through classifications, categories, and labels.
Through observation, understanding, and immersion in the natural world, humans derive
physical and mental benefit as cognitive development and learning are nurtured fostering
an increased sense of well-being. This relationship can foster a spiritual response as
humans ponder the purpose and meaning of life and its unity to creation. Recognition of
unity and order is perceived in the beauty of the natural world eliciting spiritual,
metaphorical, emotional, and sensory understanding. These responses contribute to the
value applied to natural systems and the creation of a sense of place within the natural
world (Kellert, 2005, 51-57; Nisbet, Zelenski, and Murphy, 2009, 716-717; Wilson,
1984).
SENSORY AESTHETICS AND BIOPHILIA
When sight came, the first moment of sight was the realization of beauty. I don’t
mean beautiful, or very beautiful, or extremely beautiful. Just simply beauty
itself, which is stronger than any adjectives that you might find to add to it. It is
total harmony without knowing, without reservation, without criticism, without
choice. It is a feeling of total harmony as though you were meeting your maker,
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the maker being that of nature…You cannot design anything without nature
helping you. Louis I. Kahn (quoted in Lobell, 1979)
How can building design suggest the beauty and qualities of nature in all of its
relationships and forms without direct biomimicry? Nature abounds with variety in
sensory rich patterns, textures, light, smells, sounds, and color. As we move through a
natural environment, we are met not “just with visual delight, but also with sounds, haptic
sensations from the feel of wood or stone, and variations in temperature and light as we
move through a space” (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador, 2008, 229).

The sensory

expression of biophilia is crucial in the creation of building design that elicits positive
responses, engagement with place, well-being, and values in nature. The aesthetics of
nature in the built environment are communicated through the use of materials, colors,
light, air, spatial structures, patterns, textures, movement, and openings that connect the
interior to exterior.

These qualities can be categorized into seven attributes which

reinforce the interconnection of sensory aesthetics and biophilia:
1. Sensory richness
2. Motion
3. Serendipity
4. Variations on a theme
5. Resilience
6. Sense of freeness
7. Prospect (visual access) and refuge (enclosure) (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador,
2008, 229, 234)
To better understand these attributes, imagine taking a walk in the woods. You
immediately are greeted with the rich sensory elements that abound: the smell of damp,
decaying foliage on the forest floor; the sound of rustling leaves overhead as the wind,
birds, and wildlife move through the branches; delicate ferns, intricate lichens, and
wildflowers in endless patterns, texture, and vivid colors growing on rocks, trees, and
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springing up from the ground; the reminder from your childhood of the tart taste of
mulberries, as you side-step the fallen dark-purple berries that litter the packed-earth
path. Following this path deeper into the woods, you feel as if you are entering a tunnel
through the lofty trees that act as columns to support the boundless space surrounding
you. The notion of where the woods start or end becomes ambiguous as you progress
deeper into the cavernous space. As you continue to survey the natural environment, you
are reminded that nature is in constant motion – that it relies on cyclical patterns that
fluctuate with the day, season, or weather. Water moves through streams at varying
power throughout the year; light arches in through the canopy at different levels and
intensity as the trees bud in the spring, leaf out and shade in the summer, and seem to
capture the fiery colors of the sun in the fall dropping to the ground exposing their naked
branches in the winter. This ebb and flow of the rhythms of nature are pleasing and
soothing to the passive human observer. We discover amazing, coral reef-like detail as
lichens are examined closely further revealing the neon-like gradient colors that hug the
grain of rough bark on a fallen tree. We notice ants marching through the valleys of this
bark and consider their encounter with the lichens thinking it probably is more akin to our
relationship to the surrounding forest trees. Recognition of this pattern of various scales
reminds us of the rhythm and balance in nature as well as the interconnectedness and
resilience of natural systems, plants, and animals. Discovering and contemplating all of
this provides an overwhelming sense of beauty, freedom, and peace as we focus on the
waxing and waning life around us. These rich biophilic sensations are profuse in the
outdoor environment and it seems only logical that through a biophilic design approach
for the built environment people and nature can again begin to foster sensory rich and
beneficial contact.
BIOPHILIC DESIGN ELEMENTS AND ATTRIBUTES
Nature exhibits biophilic qualities at varying scales, pattern, and form.
Regardless of the feature, they still remain interconnected; the same should apply to the
human built environment. There are two basic dimensions of biophilic design: organic or
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naturalistic and place-based or vernacular (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador, 2008, 5-6).
The first, organic or naturalistic dimension is defined as “shapes and forms in the built
environment that directly, indirectly, or symbolically, reflect the inherent human affinity
for nature” (Kellert, et. al., 2008, 5). Examples of elements that directly affect this
attraction are self-sustaining natural features such as plants, animals, daylight, habitats,
and ecosystems that are more unconsciously or freely interacted with. Our indirect
experiences include involvement with nature that require human assistance for survival
such as aquariums, water fountains, and potted plants. The last category of experience,
symbolic or vicarious, refers to the representation of the natural world through picture,
image, video, metaphor, etc. and does not actually require contact with real nature
(Kellert, et. al., 2008, 5-6). The second dimension, place-based or vernacular, is defined
as “buildings and landscapes that connect to the culture and ecology of a locality or
geographic area” (Kellert, et. al., 2008, 6). One of the central concepts of this dimension
is the notion of “sense of place” which refers to the identity and meaning that individuals
begin to project onto the built environment or the landscape and how these metaphors
begin to affect personal or collective identities.
The two basic dimensions of biophilic design can be related to six biophilic
design elements that can then be expanded into more than 70 biophilic design attributes.
The elements and attributes, represented in Appendix D, are derived from the research of
Stephen Kellert who is a professor of Social Ecology at the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies (Kellert, et. al., 2008).
BIOPHILIC DESIGN FOR INTERIOR HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS
Chapter five will explore more specific hypotheses of how the theoretical
approaches represented in Appendices Table 3.1-3.6 can begin to be synthesized with the
research related to environmental psychology, healing landscape, and evidence-based
design to inform interior design solutions for healthcare environments. However, it is
important to first summarize what basic characteristics contribute to a healing
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environment, which are the same whether the environment being designed is interior or
exterior. These components include:
1. Air quality
2. Thermal comfort
3. Noise control
4. Privacy
5. Light
6. Views of natures
7. Access to nature
8. Positive distractions
9. Visual serenity (for ill patients)
10. Visual stimulation (for patients that are recuperating)
11. Choices and options
12. Social support
13. Control (McCullough, 2010, 47)
Healing has previously been defined as a process that promotes overall well-being by
providing relief of physical symptoms, facilitating stress reduction, increasing comfort,
and supporting improvement in the overall sense of well-being (Marcus and Barnes,
1999, 3). Today’s healthcare environments need to be one that addresses the reduction of
stress, make provisions for healing characteristics (as outlined above), and physically and
psychologically support patients, visitors, and staff. To further facilitate well-being,
these spaces need to be environments that reconnect the body and mind and foster a sense
of place (Burnett, 2003, 21). These healing effects can be achieved through biophilic and
sensory encounters within the facility.

Environmental behavior theories show the

predictable patterns that humans exhibit in biophilic responses to the natural
environment, theoretically making responses more predictable in a built environment by
incorporating biophilic elements and attributes.
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Chapter 5: Proposed Design Guidelines and Considerations for
Biophilic Interior Design in Healthcare Environments
Although these design guidelines primarily deal with the interior environment, in
order for many of them to be implemented successfully they require the support and
collaboration of an interdisciplinary team.

The interior and exterior spaces should

complement each other due to the proposed or required adjacencies. A little over a year
into my career as a healthcare interior designer, I recalled the client asking me many
questions during design development about landscape amenities such as fountains,
benches, planters, etc.

Having not seen the landscape drawing – or even met the

designers responsible for this portion of the project – I joked that since it was “exterior” it
was certainly out of my “interior” realm.

Thankfully, my client understood the

importance of a cohesive design aesthetic and pattern from the overall site down to the
smallest interior detail, but unfortunately so many clients and users do not. It is then the
responsibility of the entire project team to ensure a cohesive project focused on these
adjacencies and relationships meaning landscape architects and interior designers need to
be integrated into an interdisciplinary team during the programing phases of the project.
This will provide the opportunity to take the concept of biophilic design for interiors to
new levels that create spaces that are more restorative of physical and psychological wellbeing.
RESEARCH BASED DESIGN HYPOTHESES
“Translating the abstract into physical design terms requires the use of problemsolving or design methods that bridge the gap between the linear scientific path of
thinking and the intuitive or artistic line of thought” (Tyson, 1998, 57). This section will
propose design hypotheses based on the research presented from environmental
psychology, healing landscapes, and evidence-based healthcare design.

Each

consideration is examined for its support of biophilic value and sensory aesthetic in hopes
of being able to predict behavioral outcomes, healing characteristics, and to support well59

being for patients, visitors, and staff. The guidelines and hypotheses are meant to be a
design framework that allows for creativity and innovation for interdisciplinary project
teams.
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INDOOR AND OUTDOOR CONNECTION
1. Extend Gardens into Lobbies and Waiting Areas
Description: Continue patterns, textures, materials, spatial arrangements, and
forms from the exterior into the interior to increase connection to nature in spaces
that are used by patients, visitors, and occasionally staff.
Design Considerations:
 Delineate or bound spaces with features that relate to the exterior
 Create subspaces within the larger gathering space
 Vary ceiling heights – provide areas that are open and filled with day-light
and others that have lower ceiling heights becoming more private
 Continue paving patterns and materials into the lobby or waiting areas

Figure 3: Franklin Woods Community Hospital,
Johnson City, TN, Karlsberger

Figure 4: Franklin Woods Community Hospital,
Johnson City, TN, Karlsberger

Figure 5: UCSD Sulpizio Family CVC,
San Diego, CA, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 6: UCSD Sulpizio Family CVC,
San Diego, CA, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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2. Provide Terraces or Solariums Adjacent to Patient Rooms*
Description: Terraces or solariums can provide additional, more accessible or
private access to nature for patient’s, visitors, and staff. It can bring additional
day-light and, in the case of a terrace, will provide natural ventilation.
*The provision of natural ventilation may not be appropriate in all locations
depending on site, urban development and pollution, or patient acuity.
Design Considerations:
 Provide terraces in mild climates
 Provide a solarium in more extreme climates
 Site terraces and solariums for optimal passive heating and cooling of patient
rooms
 Specify furniture and native plant material
 Specify proper shading devices for sun control on the exterior and on the
interior to ensure privacy
 Ensure ADA accessibility for wheelchair and IV stand access by providing a
flush threshold and proper clearances

Figure 7 & 8: Green Patient Lab 3.0, Concept and Mock Room, Anshen + Allen

Figure 9: Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, Perkins + Will
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3. Provide Terraces or Solariums Adjacent to Family Lounges or Waiting Areas
Description: Terraces or solariums can provide additional, more accessible
access to nature for visitors. It can bring additional day-light and, in the case of a
terrace, will provide natural ventilation.
Design Considerations:
 Provide terraces in mild climates
 Provide a solarium in more extreme climates
 Site terraces and solariums for optimal passive heating and cooling of patient
rooms
 Specify furniture and native plant material
 Specify proper shading devices for sun control on the exterior and on the
interior to ensure privacy
 Ensure exterior spaces are free from environmental tobacco smoke (ETS)
 Ensure ADA accessibility for wheelchair access by providing a flush
threshold and proper clearances

Figure 10, 11, & 12: Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, IN, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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4. Provide Private Staff Outdoor Space Adjacent or Close to Break Rooms or
Lounges
Description: Terraces or solariums can provide additional, private access to
nature for staff that is free from clinical care. It can bring additional day-light
and, in the case of a terrace, will provide natural ventilation.
Design Considerations:
 Provide terraces in mild climates
 Provide a solarium in more extreme climates
 Site terraces and solariums for optimal passive heating and cooling of patient
rooms
 Specify furniture and native plant material
 Specify proper shading devices for sun control on the exterior and on the
interior to ensure privacy
 Ensure exterior spaces are free from environmental tobacco smoke (ETS)

Figure 13: Seattle Children’s Bellevue Clinic, Seattle, WA, NBBJ
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5. Provide Physical Access to Nature from Dining Areas
Description: Dining areas are spaces that are used primarily by visitors and staff.
Opportunities to for outdoor eating can increase access to nature and creates a
connection between the interior and exterior environment
Design Considerations:
 Create an accessible, defined area for outdoor eating
 Provide seating options with various levels of shade and sun
 Consider introducing plant material such as herbs into perimeter plantings or
an innovative interior wall feature
 Take advantage of the non-clinical setting and consider introducing water
features in the exterior environment
 Ensure ADA accessibility for wheelchair access by providing a flush
threshold and proper clearances

Figure 14: Advanced Treatment and Development Center, Seoul, Korea,
HDR, Inc.

Figure 15: Brochstein Pavilion at Rice University,
Houston, TX, The Office of James Burnett

Figure 16 & 17: Vapiano Restaurants, Munich and various international locations
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6. Locate Meditation Gardens or Atriums Adjacent to Chapel
Description: Because of the spiritual or restorative effects of nature and
landscape, include smaller meditation gardens off of chapels.
Design Considerations:
 Create a space that is protected and private
 Include design features that allow for sitting among plant material or flowers
 Provide visual privacy from the interior to exterior and vice versa
 Consider signage or design features that encourage quietness or contemplation
 Ensure ADA accessibility for wheelchair access by providing a flush
threshold and proper clearances at the garden entry and at all paths
 Include alcoves for wheelchairs with fixed seating that are enveloped by
plantings

Figure 18: Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, Perkins + Will

Figure 19: Community Hospital North,
Indianapolis, IN, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 20: Sentara Williamsburg Regional Medical Center,
Williamsburg, VA, HDR, Inc.
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7. Place Window Seats and Alcoves Along Public or Long Corridors
Description: Provide space to stop and pause to view nature. By providing
alcoves, the linear circulation space becomes a place that connects patients,
visitors, and staff to nature.
Design Considerations:
 Locate convenient, smaller spaces throughout the facility
 Very ceiling heights and seating options within these spaces
 Introduce materials and plants that relate to the exterior
 Provide alcoves large and deep enough to accommodate wheelchairs and the
required ADA clearances

Figure 21 & 22: Bellevue Medical Center, Bellevue, NE, HDR, Inc.
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8. Provide Nighttime Lighting of Gardens for Views from Interior
Description: Healthcare environments are active twenty-four hours a day.
Consider providing landscape lighting of exterior features to allow the spaces to
still serve as a positive distraction at night
Design Considerations:
 Highlight a focal point or larger trees within the space
 Consider lighting any water features
 Provide perimeter path lighting for spaces that are accessible twenty-four
hours a day

Figure 23: Essex Psychiatric Hospital,
Cedar Grove, NJ, Mahan Rykiel Associates

Figure 24: The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano,
Plano, TX, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 25: Mercy Medical Center, Baltimore, MD, Mahan Rykiel Associates
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9. Incorporate In-between Areas from Interior to Exterior
Description: Transitions between the interior and exterior create a sense of
security as you move from one environment to the next. It also allows for exterior
spaces that provide physical protection from direct sun and other extreme
weather.
Design Considerations:
 Provide portals or thresholds that blur the line of interior and exterior
 Ensure portals, thresholds, and paths are ADA compliant and wheelchair
accessible
 Consider fenestrations that allow for dappled sun and breezes to move through
the in-between space

Figure 26: Seattle Children’s Bellevue Clinic, Seattle, WA, NBBJ
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10. Views to the Exterior
Description: Due to the healing quality of views to nature and the positive
distraction natural environments provide, it is vital to consider views from the
interior to the exterior from spaces occupied by patients, staff, and visitors.
Design Considerations:
 Consider the proportions of these views in relation to human scale
 Provide views that are in proximity to natural ecosystems around the site
 Provide a view from every patient bed
 Consider inboard toilet locations (as opposed to outboard) to maximize
window size
 Provide views from all treatment spaces
 Provide views from bereavement and consult rooms
 Provide views from not just public corridors, but also from staff corridors
 Provide views from family and staff lounges
 Provide views from elevator lobbies
 Provide views from nurse stations or charting stations
 Where able, create vertical openings so the viewer can take in the earth,
vegetation, and sky
 Provide operable windows where applicable

Figure 27: Bellevue Medical Center, Bellevue, NE,
HDR, Inc.

Figure 28: Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, IN,
RTKL Associates, Inc.
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Figure 29: Baylor McKinney, McKinney, TX, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 30: Community Hospital South, Indianapolis, IN, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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Figure 31: Central DuPage Cancer Center, Warrenville, IL, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 32: The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano, Plano, TX, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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INTERIOR FEATURES
11. Situate Courtyards so They Can Serve as Way-finding Elements
Description: Natural features can serve as easy way-finding elements. Situate
circulation (vertical and horizontal) adjacent to courtyards for ease of way-finding
and to allow for natural light to penetrate the interior environment.
Design Considerations:
 Provide access into the courtyard and terraces or windows from levels above
 Design a focal point of the courtyard to serve as an item that is recognizable
whether in the space or moving around it
 Consider the walls as part of the courtyard design
 Provide proper screening or sun control where needed

Figure 33 & 34: Franklin Woods Community Hospital,
Johnson City, TN, Karlsberger

Figure 35: Dell Children’s Medical Center of Central
Texas, Austin, TX, Karlsberger
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12. Provide Smaller Atrium Gardens
Description: Atriums allow natural light and plant material to be included in
spaces that are not on the perimeter of buildings. They can also serve as wayfinding elements and provide access to natural elements.
Design Considerations:
 Provide access into the atrium and terraces or windows from levels above
 Use atriums to link adjacent spaces
 Consider placing atriums next to internal waiting rooms to serve as positive
distractions
 Consider privacy needs of adjacent rooms
 Ensure ADA accessibility for wheelchair access by providing a flush
threshold and proper clearances at the atrium entry

Figure 36 & 37: Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, IN, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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13. Provide Indoor Nature Walking Path
Description: Consider the public interior circulation as a nature path including
views to nature, regional nature photography, design features, and materials. This
can serve as a positive distraction for family and staff especially in climates with
extreme weather.
Design Considerations:
 Provide handrails, goals, and resting points throughout the designated path
 Consider the path as an opportunity for physical exercise and movement
 Provide visitors and patients maps of outdoor spaces and indoor natural
features, materials, and art
 Consider an educational program centered around these features led by
volunteers

Figure 38: Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, IN, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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14. Provide Access to Sensory Features and Materials
Description: Provide sensory experiences for patients, visitors, and staff at all
scales throughout the hospital. These are opportunities that stimulate curiosity,
imagination, exploration, and discovery.
Design Considerations:
 Consider introducing sounds of nature or water in interior spaces that are
adjacent to exterior spaces containing these features
 Introduce fireplaces into waiting areas or lounge. These create a sense of
warmth and a residential quality that is soothing
 Consider plantings and materials that have tactile qualities
 Select some plants whose foliage moves easily
 Consider introducing sensory artwork that simulates natural sounds, forms, or
processes into public spaces (ex: Bertoia’s Sonambient sculptures and Ned
Kahn’s Pebble Chime)

Figure 39: Children’s Medical Center Tower IIIB, Dallas, TX,
FKP Architects/RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 40: Baylor McKinney, McKinney, TX,
RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 41: Arzanah Medical Complex, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, HDR, Inc.
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DAY-LIT INTERIORS
15. Incorporation of Day-light in Unexpected Locations
Description: Design to introduce day-light deep in the interior or to fill a space in
unexpected ways.
Design Considerations:
 Consider the contrast and balance of natural and artificial light
 Introduce the full color spectrum of natural light
 Reflect light into interior spaces to avoid glare
 Introduce pools of light to encourage movement into a space
 Consider clerestories in patient bathrooms to introduce day-light but retain
privacy

Figure 42: Sentara Williamsburg Regional Medical Center,
Williamsburg, VA, HDR, Inc.

Figure 44: Methodist Mansfield Medical
Center, Mansfield, TX, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 43: Community Hospital North, Indianapolis, IN, RTKL
Associates, Inc.

Figure 45: Bathroom concept, Main Line
Lankenau Medical Center, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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16. Use of Screens to Filter Light and Views
Description: Incorporate screens to filter views and manipulate the shape and
form of natural light
Design Considerations:
 Include colonnades, porches and foyers with trellised perimeters
 Screen negative views such as HVAC equipment and traffic
 Introduce screens or curtains to increase level of privacy (or perceived
privacy)

Figure 46 & 47: National Heart Centre, Singapore, Broadway Malyan and Ong & Ong Architects

Figure 48 & 49: Cha Hospital, Seoul, Korea, KMD Architects
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INTERIOR PLANTS
17. Introduce Plant Material into the Interior
Description: Provide interior plantscapes to increase access to nature, serve as
positive distractions, and offer benefits of biofiltration
Design Considerations:
 Design built-in features for plants to insure their incorporation into projects
 Vary heights of features so that some are at eye-level for people in
wheelchairs
 Consider historically significant plants of the region or site
 Introduce native plant species where applicable
 Incorporate shelves into the footwall to allow for patients to view plants from
the bed (as opposed to the alternative of the bedside cabinet)
 Consider plants for their contrast or harmony in texture, form color, and
arrangement within the interior environment

Figure 50: Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Brooklyn Infusion Center, Brooklyn, NY, ZGF Architects
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FORMS AND MATERIALS
18. Forms – Simulate Rather than Replicate Natural Elements
Description: Simulate natural forms through shapes, patterns, texture, details, and
processes of nature as opposed to mimicking them
Design Considerations:
 Consider plant, foliage, shell, spiral, or egg-like forms
 Reference geological systems and vernacular forms within the local or
regional context
 Think of columns like trees within the space
 Introduce sinuous, flowing shapes
 Provide orderly variation on a basic pattern
 Consider golden proportions and hierarchy

Figure 51: Central DuPage Cancer Center, Warrenville, IL, RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 52: Katz Women’s Hospital and Zuckerberg Pavilion, New Hyde Park, NY, SOM
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19. Materials
Description: Incorporate natural materials or finished which emulate natural
materials within the interior environment
Design Considerations:
 Incorporate natural colors as appropriate keeping in mind that some colors
can interfere with the nurses’ assessments of patients’ skin tones, agitate
patients, visitors, and staff, and disorient certain patient populations
 Reference local and indigenous materials whenever possible to increase
the sense of place
 Include materials that have an expression of age such as patina metals,
salvaged wood, honed stone, etc.
 Use material color and texture to assist in way-finding

Figure 53: Dell Children’s Medical Center of Central Texas,
Austin, TX, Karlsberger

Figure 54: Bellevue Medical Center, Bellevue, NE,
HDR, Inc.
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FURNISHINGS AND WAY-FINDING
20. Seating
Description: Provide different seating arrangements and different experiences
while seated.
Design Considerations:
 Provide pre-arranged seating and areas with reconfigurable seating
 Place seating in different areas of sun and shade within the interior
 Create a sense of enclosure and privacy within the seating groups
 Accommodate for social support by varying the size of seating within
groups
 Provide seating areas next to wheelchair alcoves to allow for assisted
transfer for persons in wheelchairs
 Vary the ceiling height above different ceiling groups to create spaces that
feel more open or more private

Figure 55: The Methodist Hospital Outpatient
Center, Houston, TX, WHR Architects

Figure 56: Central DuPage Cancer Center, Warrenville, IL,
RTKL Associates, Inc.

Figure 57: University Health System, Design Competition, San Antonio, TX, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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21. Way-finding
Description: Incorporate natural themes into way-finding systems
Design Considerations:
 Introduce regional elements of nature into signage
 Include culturally significant and nature themed colors into way-finding
system

Figure 58 & 59: UCSD Sulpizio Family CVC, San Diego, CA, RTKL Associates, Inc.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis is meant to be viewed as a contribution towards developing evidencebased biophilic interior design solutions for healthcare environments.

The

interdisciplinary research and proposed guidelines are hypotheses for how to further
design with nature for human well-being. They offer support and design considerations
for psychological responses to nature within the interior healthcare environment. Several
of these approaches have been implemented at various scales as illustrated in the previous
section, but in order to contribute to the evidence that defines the healthcare interior
design profession, the designs must be empirically tested to demonstrate, confirm, or
deny its validity.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of biophilic interior healthcare design, one
major implication for future research can be stressed here, which derives from that
interdisciplinarity. This implication would revolve around how to further integrate two
biophilic elements--plants and air--which are recognized as having a significant impact
on building occupants across all sectors of commercial buildings. For example, poor
indoor air quality or lack of access to nature or positive distractions can become sources
of environmental stress affecting recovery time and staff productivity (Malkin, 2001).
Therefore, these features are extremely important to look at in the context of an interior
health environment as they can address many of the physical and psychological responses
to well-being for patients, visitors, and staff.
Plant Material and Biofiltration
(Note: plant material is not being proposed for every type of healthcare environment or
all patient groups.

Beyond some of the immune-sensitivities and infection control

concerns that naturally arise from introducing plants, soil, flowers, water, etc. into a
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complex environment, the theory and research in favor of plants as air purifies can be a
basis for innovation solutions capable of addressing these concerns).
Reports show that humans spend around eighty percent of their time indoors
where exposure to pollutants, chemicals, and microorganism in the air can result in poor
indoor air quality (IAQ) leading to discomfort and serious health risks such as sick
building syndrome, asthma, and multiple chemical sensitivities. Symptoms associated
with poor IAQ such as headache, fatigue, shortness of breath, and dryness or irritation to
the skin, eyes and throat are often reported by patients and staff in healthcare
environments (Park, 2006, 25-26; Wood and Burchett, 1994, 363- 365). As a result,
increasing attention is being directed towards building interiors as being influential in
human health and well-being. In healthcare environments where infection control is a
priority and with patients in an immunocompromised state, IAQ needs to be addressed at
all possible levels. One complementary approach to increasing IAQ can be through the
introduction of plant material into the interior environment.
Plants are often included in interior environments for their aesthetic value or to
provide access to elements from nature, but they have also been shown to enhance
satisfaction, performance, comfort, and well-being. One of the biophilic benefits of
indoor plants is the haptic experience that exceeds simply looking at a picture of nature or
viewing them from a window. “Plants provide various tactile experiences with distinctive
or unique foliage, stem, flowers and fruit. By touching plants, individuals can be sensitive
to the difference in texture between varieties, and the differences between young leaves
and mature ones” (Park, 2006, 20). Olfactory and taste sensation also can be generated
by introducing scented plants, herbs, and flowers within a space. Apart from their
aesthetic value, there is now a growing amount of studies supporting the use of plants as
natural filters in indoor environments (Fjeld and Bonnevie, 2002; Park, 2006; Raza,
Shylaja, Murthy, and O. Bhagyalakshmi, 1991; Shareef, 1992; Wood, 2004; Wood et. al.,
1994; Wood, Burchett, Orwell, and Torpy, 2003).
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Many of the original studies

demonstrating how typical house plants interact with and eradicate toxins in the
environment were conducted by Dr. Bill Wolverton with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) in the mid-1970s. The toxins that Dr. Wolverton and his
colleagues specifically studied are commonly used chemicals, hazardous to human
health, and are known carcinogens: benzene, trichloroethylene (TCE), and formaldehyde.
A sealed experiment container was created; full plant foliage placed inside, and testing of
the air began after a 24 hour period. Certain common plants were found to be more
effective at removing benzene and TCE from the environment, while others were found
to have removed a minimum of fifty percent of the formaldehyde (Park, 2006, 26;
Shareef, 1992, 111; Wood, et al., 1994, 366).
More recent studies have also looked at the potting medium’s contribution to the
removal of toxins and VOCs in indoor air. Three different species of common household
plants were again tested for their biofiltration rates in continuously lit indoor
environments such as hotels and offices. Test results showed that after just 4-5 days there
were remarkably lower levels of benzene and other VOCs in the air and that the levels
were not only maintained, but improved with time. The same species of plants were then
tested in a continuously dark chamber where photosynthesis stops and metabolic activity
slows under conditions lacking light. Surprisingly the test provided almost exact results
as the first, and even higher levels of VOCs were introduced to see if the absorption
process would slow, which it did not (Fjeld and Bonnevie, 2002, 6; Wood, et al, 2003, 56). As a result of the similar results, several additional studies were conducted. The first
was to remove the plant, replace the pot with potting mix, and place it back into the
chamber. The same VOC levels were introduced and results were similar, but typically
less than the prior test with the plant. Next, the reverse of the test was conducted and
plants whose roots had been thoroughly rinsed in sterile water to remove any potting
medium were placed in hydroponic solutions and again produced similar results. Finally,
pots with soil that had not been previously planted were tested and demonstrated slow
levels of decreasing absorption.

These results confirmed that the common
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microorganisms in potting soil mediums are not sustained or will not last long without the
presence of a growing plant. The study concluded that the continued process “is a true
biological response, and not merely an adsorption/absorption process”…that “the
differences in response among the plant species in [the hydroponic and soil mediums]
suggest different relationships between the plant and the microorganisms associated with
the root systems…this is a general plant-soil phenomenon,” and finally that “it is well
established from research with crop species that different plant species develop a speciesspecific soil flora around their roots, producing a symbiotic microcosm of activity”
(Wood, et al, 2003, 5-8).

A list of approved plants for biofiltration of indoor air is

provided by the organization Green Plants for Green Buildings and can be found in
Appendix E.
A primary concern for healthcare facilities when dealing with infection control is
dust accumulation and airborne particulate transmission especially as the level of acuity
increases. Lohrs and Pearson-Mims (1996) have conducted studies that demonstrate that
the addition of potted plants around the perimeter of a room decreased dust accumulation
on horizontal surfaces in the space as much as twenty percent compared to the room
without plants (Fjeld and Bonnevie, 2002, 6; Park, 2006, 26-27). It is thought that as
plant transpire water, the relative humidity of a space will rise (an average of about five
percent in the Lohrs and Pearson-Mims study) causing more of the dust to bind as the leaf
surface of the plant promotes sedimentation of the dust from the air (Fjeld et. al., 2002, 8;
Lohrs and Pearson-Mims, 1996).
In spite of this research that continues to emerge, some healthcare facilities have
been reluctant or unwilling to allow fresh or potted plants in patient areas due to the risk
of infection arising from the medium in the container or the water in flower vases (Park,
2006, 27). However, according the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “flowers
and potted plants need not be restricted from areas for immunocompetent patients,” but
“do not allow fresh or dried flowers, or potted plants, in patient-care areas for
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immunosuppressed patients” (Sehulster and Chinn, 2003).

Minimal to no evidence

connects potted plant or cut flowers to hospital acquired infections in immunocompetent
patient groups. Further studies demonstrate that the microorganisms found in water or
potting mediums were not the same ones responsible for hospital acquired infection
(Park, 2006, 27-28).
Although additional research needs to be conducted on indoor plant material and
patient, visitor, and staff physical and psychological responses, it is apparent that there
are healing and biophilic benefits of introducing plant material into this environment. As
demonstrated, the introduction of plants into a healthcare setting can provide healing
benefits by improving the air quality, allowing access to nature, serving as positive
distractions, and sustain visual serenity. The potential for healthcare interior designers to
collaborate with landscape architects, industrial designers, and engineers on innovative
solutions that provide increased indoor air quality through biofiltration may ultimately
lead to healing environments with higher levels of sensory aesthetics and biophilic value.
“The human body is also able to detect changes in the indoor air quality far below the
guideline concentrations...This means that even small changes in chemical impurities of
the air, may influence health and discomfort symptoms” (Fjeld et. al, 2002, 8).
CONCLUSIONS
At the heart of this thesis research lies the theory of biophilia which describes the
innate affinity that humans have for nature and suggests a scientific hypothesis for
environmental behavioral responses within the creative fields of architecture and design.
The exploration of the human-environment relationship is gaining recognition in diverse
disciplines that support the beneficial psychological and physiological responses of
connection to nature and human health and well-being. Natural environments afford
healing and restorative benefits in the form of positive shifts in cognitive, physical, and
social functioning. Although individual experiences with and exposure to nature differ,
the majority of people believe in the healing value of nature and have similar preferences
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for natural settings and the density or type of plants within them. In addition to these
preferences, stress relieving benefits of natural environments are also widely recognized
for their ability to provide a sense of control or privacy, a means for social support and
interaction, opportunities for physical exercise and movement, and positive distractions
through connection to nature. These preferences and behavioral responses have been
recognized by landscape architects as they seek to design gardens with the ability to
support the user and the healing processes.
By creating verdant environments that are sensory-rich and accommodate
physical experiences with nature beyond the passive experience of simply viewing it
from the interior, a garden can provide healing benefits beyond the architectural walls of
the healthcare building. Through the introduction of guidelines and considerations, the
field of healing landscape architecture has been able to design for positive environmental
responses to create successful exterior healing environments. However, the same
supportive characteristics, preferences, and stress relieving benefits of a natural healing
environment need to be considered for the interior healthcare environment.
To further facilitate well-being, the built spaces need to be environments that
reconnect the body and mind and foster a sense of place. These healing effects can be
achieved through biophilic and sensory encounters within the facility. By focusing more
on the human-environmental response research from environmental psychology, the
methods for healing landscape architecture, and expanding on the principle of connection
to nature in evidence-based healthcare design, healing interior environments can begin to
be redefined.

Using concepts of biophilic design to guide decisions for the built

environment, spaces are designed to support healing through biophilic responses and
connection to natural elements and systems. Through continued research, innovation,
and interdisciplinary approaches, new solutions for increased integration of natural
elements within the built environment can begin to foster greater levels of connection to
nature and improved human health and well-being.
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